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Psychic News: the voice of Spiritualism
Two of Spiritualism’s leading exponents helped create and launch Psychic News in 1932. 
Hannen Swaffer, one of the UK’s most famous journalists, and Maurice Barbanell, a 
businessman who was also a trance medium, recognised the need for a publication that 
would satisfy the public’s desire for up-to-date and independent information about 
Spiritualism and mediumship. 

They regularly addressed audiences of thousands in theatres around the country as 
families came to terms with the loss of loved ones who had died in World War One and 
the devastating Spanish flu pandemic of 1918. Barbanell was its first editor and Swaffer 
became a regular contributor.

Today, eight decades later, Psychic News continues to be the independent voice of 
Spiritualism in a very different world. What has not changed is the desire to have an 
answer to The Big Question: What happens after death? Psychic News makes a unique 
contribution to that debate every month with news, features and opinion pieces that 
explore the evidence for an afterlife and spirit communication.

Above all, Spiritualism and Psychic News are life-affirming, so our features also explore 
ways in which readers can enrich their lives spiritually and make the right choices. Why 
not let us be your travelling companion, offering words of wisdom and support,  as you 
continue on your soul’s journey through this lifetime?

FROM THE EDITOR

THERE can surely be only two responses open to 
Gary Mannion, whose “physical mediumship” has 
been exposed by secret filming at the Banyan 
Retreat (as reported on pages 6-8).

The first is for him 

to confess that he 

faked the “phenomena” that were produced 

at that séance, which is what the video 

evidence seems to indicate, and to promise 

not to continue with such performances.

The second is for him to deny any 

responsibility for what took place. That, 

sadly, seems to be the more likely of the two 

choices he can make.

As we go to press, Mannion has issued a 

brief statement on Facebook which points 

very strongly to the latter. In it he states 

that he was secured to his chair with cable 

ties before the séance and these were still in 

place at the end.

So who is the lookalike we see walking 

around the séance room?

He goes on to say that his team – 

presumably those he claims to work with in 

the spirit world – “state they were in control 

throughout the séance”.

His implication, therefore, seems to be 

that Spirit must have released his entranced 

body from the cable ties, then controlled him 

as he went around the room, adroitly picking 

up the trumpets and touching people, before 

placing him back in the cable ties.

If that is the claim he is going to make in 

a promised fuller statement, then he will be 

saying that his spirit team is complicit in the 

fraud. And that would throw as much doubt 

on their moral and ethical intentions as it 

does on Mannion’s.

A simpler explanation, in the eyes of 

many of us who have watched the videos, is 

escapology – a basic skill of many conjurers. 

Slipping in and out of ropes or cable ties is 

not impossible, as the Banyan Retreat video 

demonstrates beyond doubt.

We will be examining the implications of 

the Gary Mannion exposure in much more 

detail in the August issue. 

What it already clearly demonstrates 

is the need for Spiritualism to impose far 

stricter controls over the claims of those who 

profess to be physical mediums.

ROY STEMMAN
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Tarot reader 
hears client’s 
confession 
after medium is 
murdered
WHEN TAROT card reader and clairvoyant 
Jayne Braiden gave a reading to Star Randel-
Hanson at her Brighton seafront shop in May 
2015, the cards appeared to reveal a terrible 
secret.

The Blasted Tower, the Emperor and the Devil were the cards 
that were revealed. Braiden explained their meaning, saying, 
“Look, I can see here that this is not good; you need to tell me 
everything. Let’s talk.”

Randel-Hanson broke down and cried, saying: “It’s terrible, I 
killed him.”

Braiden explained that she would have to call the police but, 
because the call handler thought it was either a hoax 999 call or 
not an emergency, the tarot reader had to keep the client talking 
for almost an hour before two officers arrived.

Police then went to the home which Randel-Hanson shared 
with Derick Marney, a medium, and discovered his body. He 
had been dead for 10 days. The two men had met at Brighton’s 
Brotherhood Gate Spiritualist Church in 2013. 

The first trial collapsed in October last year because Randel-
Hanson refused to give evidence or co-operate with his defence 
team. At the two-week retrial at Croydon Crown Court in May, 
Star Randel-Hanson was found guilty of Marney’s murder and was 
sentenced to life imprisonment with a minimum term of 15 years.

Speaking to The Mirror after the verdict, Braiden said that 
Marney had thanked her from beyond the grave for her part in 
bringing his killer to justice.  n

Look, I can see here that this is 
not good; you need to tell me 

everything. Let’s talk

Jayne Braiden in her Brighton seafront shop, JJ Tarot (Photo: Facebook)

MURDERER: Star Randel-Hanson 
(Photo: Sussex Police)

VICTIM: medium Derick Marney 
(Photo: Sussex Police)
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‘Physical medium’ 
Gary Mannion caught 
on video faking 
phenomena
Infrared filming at Banyan Retreat shows him holding 
trumpets and creating other ‘paranormal’ effects

THOUSANDS of people in the UK, Australia and elsewhere 
who have paid large fees to witness Gary Mannion’s “physical 
mediumship” will be devastated to learn that they have 
possibly been duped.

During a recently filmed event it wasn’t 
spirits communicating from the Other Side 
who moved trumpets around the room, 
created psychic breezes and produced 
other impossible “phenomena” in the 
blacked-out séance room. It was Mannion. 
This now throws doubts on all his previous 
work as a “physical medium”.

Most attendees were totally convinced 
that they had witnessed genuine physical 
phenomena. The reason is that Mannion, 
seated inside a tent-like structure, was 

secured to his chair by plastic cable ties at 
the start of each séance and they were still 
in place at the end.

So, logically, he could not have produced 
the phenomena that were witnessed. 
But not everyone is so easily convinced. 
An occasional contributor to Psychic 
News, medium Chris Connelly, had his 
doubts when he sat with Mannion at an 
experimental séance on 1 May 2016 at the 
Banyan Retreat, a spiritual centre which 
has featured in our columns in the past.

Connelly 
expressed his 
concerns in an 
online Blog shortly 
afterwards and he 
happily accepted 
Psychic News’ 
request to publish 
it in this issue. 
(See “Levitating 
trumpets and a 
materialisation” on 
pages 40-41.)

What Connelly 

and the other invited sitters were totally 
unaware of was that the proceedings were 
being filmed by an infrared camera. Gary 
Mannion was also unaware of this, though 
Banyan Retreat displays notices advising 
its visitors that cameras are in operation 
throughout the centre.

Blatant fraud
When Nic Whitham, co-owner and 
manager of the centre and former 
columnist for Psychic News, viewed the 
video recording, his worst fears were 
confirmed. They show Mannion indulging 
in blatant fraud. 

He begins the séance in a zip-fronted 
onesie, and then he slips in and out of the 
tent in various stages of undress, picking 
up the trumpets and moving them around 
the room, touching people and stroking 
their heads with them.

Then, wearing only what appears to be 
a loincloth, he moves slowly around the 
circle, allowing various sitters to feel the 
flesh of a “materialised spirit”. Individuals, 
still seated, are dragged towards the 

Gary Mannion at Heathrow Airport before flying 
to Australia (Photo: Facebook)

(These stills from the video courtesy of Banyan Retreat)Chris Connelly Nic Whitham
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centre of the room. And some are invited 
to receive healing from spirit hands.

Whitham did two things. He refunded 
everyone’s fee for the event. And 
he revealed to Mannion that he had 
video proof that he had produced the 
phenomena himself.

His aim, he has explained to Psychic 
News, was to stop Mannion holding any 
more physical séances and to encourage 
him to return to his roots as a healer. 
Whitham’s actions and decisions, he added, 
had been taken in conjunction with spirit 
advice.

Mannion agreed. On 28 May, he flew 
out to Australia, where his company, 
Afterlife Agents, is based, having given an 
undertaking to Whitham that he would 
never hold physical séances again. And that 
should have been the end of the story.

Mannion’s Australian advertising 
seemed to provide confirmation since it 
promoted only psychic surgery, healing 
workshops, trance demonstrations, one-
to-one mentorship appointments, and 
psychic and mediumship appointments. 
There was no mention of physical séances.

But then word got back to Whitham 
that people he knew had just attended a 
physical séance with Mannion. There was 
only one action that could be taken and 
that was to make video clips public in the 
hope that they would reach the widest 
possible audience to make people aware of 
what had happened.

The videos can be viewed at  
garyfiles.co.uk. Be prepared to be  
shocked by the blatant masquerading.

Equally as shameful is the revelation, 
made by Whitham to Psychic News, that 
Mannion asked him, via Facebook, to 
“name your price” for the video. 

Whitham responded: “Gary – please do 
not judge me by your own standards. You 
have absolutely nothing that I want. I do 
this on behalf of the Spirit World and the 
thousands of people you have fraudulently 
taken money from over the past ten years 
or so.” 

Circle leaders’ reactions
It is not only sitters who are angry and 

astonished to discover that Mannion has 
been caught in fraud. Psychic News has 
spoken to three of his circle leaders about 
their working relationship with him. 

Despite accusations from sitters who 
may have been duped in the past, it is clear 
that Mannion’s performance on 1 May did 
not require any assistance from others. It 
was a solitary enterprise.

Teresa Muzzlewhite, his circle leader 
and close friend for the past four years, 
was in control, as usual, at the Banyan 
Retreat séance which captured his trickery 
on video. She was almost too upset to voice 
her feelings. 

“At the moment I don’t know what to 
say, really. I’m struggling to get my head 
around it.” 

Sussex-based psychic artist Christine 
Parkin, who acted as leader of his physical 
circles for two years in the UK and also 
in Australia, said that on reflection she 
was astonished that she had not had any 
suspicions about Mannion’s mediumship.

Her reaction on seeing the video “was 
as if someone had thumped me in the 
stomach. I was genuinely shocked.” 

She has not seen Mannion for a couple 
of years, having fallen out with him in 
Australia when she tried to get him to be 
more professional in his dealings with 
others. 

“There were certain aspects of him 
that I did not like,” she explained. “I am 
absolutely gutted that Gary has obviously 
been laughing at us all. Looking at the 
videos he’s too adept, too agile. But how 
can he see in the dark? How does he get 
out of the cable ties? 

“It makes me feel a bit stupid, I must 
admit. I think he should come clean about 
how he does it. I now question his trance 
sittings and the healing and everything 
else.

“I would have staked my life on the 
authenticity of his physical mediumship. 
I’m gutted.”

Some may argue that he once possessed 
physical mediumship powers, but there is 
evidence of cheating in the past.

Banyan Retreat, the spiritual centre in Kent, England, where the séance was videoed



Christine Parkin: I would have staked my life 
on his genuineness
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California-based Michael Mayo – who 
met and developed a close relationship 
with Mannion in Australia, becoming his 
circle leader – soon began to suspect that 
the phenomena were fake. His suspicions 
were eventually confirmed, he says, 
when he left his seat during a séance 
and discovered that the chair to which 
Mannion was supposed to have been tied 
was empty.

“I met Gary around June 2014, and we 
became very, very close friends,” he told 
Psychic News. “Ultimately, I started sitting 
in his séances, becoming his circle leader 
whenever he was in Australia. 

“From the very first séance I had 
questions and that became an ongoing 
thing every time I sat with him. Eventually, 
I could explain how he could fake all of this 
but I could never explain how he got out 
of the chair. But I felt strongly that he was 
getting out.”

His suspicions were reinforced when 
a “materialised spirit” walked around 
the room and held a luminous plaque to 
its face. Mayo realised it had Mannion’s 
features.

“Also, he walks around basically not 
wearing any clothes. I remember at one of 
the séances he wore my underwear that 
night and I could see my underwear on his 
body!” 

Mannion sometimes shaved his body 
hair and Mayo noticed that this “spirit 
being” supposedly walking around the 
room had corresponding body hair.

“I just had to find out for myself – really 
truly know if my suspicions were correct 
– because I didn’t want to be a part of 
something that was fraudulent and not 
real.

“So at one of the séances I waited until I 

could hear people on the other side of the 
room saying, ‘Oh, he’s touching me’. I just 
got up, walked over to the tent which had 
luminous dots at the entrance, put my hand 
into the tent and touched the chair. It was 
empty!”

Mayo told others with whom they were 
living about his discovery but there was a 
lot of resistance to accepting it. They didn’t 
want to believe it. 

“Once I told Gary I’d checked the chair, 
everything turned on me…. It was awful. 
Just really messed up. I never sat with him 
again.”

Mannion did everything to discredit 
him, Mayo says, and even accused him of 
endangering his life. He also offered the 
excuse that at times Spirit overtook his 
body in a trance state and would use his 
physical form to create some phenomena.

“But technically, that’s not physical 
mediumship,” Mayo observes.

“I think my own personal feelings for 
Gary got in the way. I never wanted to 
believe it, even though I had doubts. It’s 
mind-boggling how I went along with it.

“Here’s a person preying on people’s 
grief and beliefs and taking their money. 
He made ridiculous amounts of money 
from each of his séances. It’s sick. I’m really 
happy the video has revealed the truth. I’ve 
wanted this to happen so much.”

Mannion issues statement
Six days after the videos were made 

public, Gary Mannion finally made a 
public statement (19 June) on Facebook, 
with the promise of a “bigger statement” 
soon. It would appear that he is taking 
no responsibility for his actions, blaming 
instead his “spirit team”. He states that he 

was fastened to his chair with cable ties 

and they were still in place at the end of 

the demonstration. He adds: “My team also 

state they were in control throughout the 

séance.”

Psychic News makes no comment on 

this claim at this stage. Our August issue 

will carry a wide-ranging discussion of 

the Banyan Retreat séance and video 

recording, with input from leading 

Spiritualists and others who have attended 

Mannion’s events. n

Three Gary Mannion circle leaders give their reactions

Teresa Muzzlewhite: Too upset to voice my 
feelings

His suspicions 
were eventually 

confirmed, he 
says, when he left 
his seat during a 

séance and
discovered that 

the chair to which 
Mannion

was supposed to 
have been tied was 

empty

Michael Mayo: ‘Materialised spirit’ was 
wearing my underwear

(P
hoto: A

. W
ill D

esign | P
hotography)
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Muhammad Ali 
and the Ali-ens
BOXING LEGEND Muhammad Ali had 
a passionate interest in UFOs. He firmly 
believed in them and is said to have had 
several encounters with their occupants.

Ali, who died on 3 June in Scottsdale, Arizona, was regarded 
as one of the most significant and celebrated sports figures of the 
20th century. 

He is reported to have made a number of claims about UFOs, 
including that he had seen a massive UFO mothership; that he was 
watched by extraterrestrials, and that alien visitations were “of 
tremendous importance to the whole world”.

Author and UFO expert Timothy Green Beckley met Ali four 
times in the early 1990s in the course of researching his book, 
Flying Saucer Experiences of Celebrities, Rock Stars and the Rich and 
Famous (2015). 

In a moving online tribute to the great boxer and civil rights 
activist, Beckley said that no one seemed to know more about the 
subject from a firsthand point of view than Muhammad Ali.

He revealed that Ali claimed to have seen two UFOs over New 
York City, in the park and from his home, explaining: “I happened 
to look up just before dawn, as I often do while running, and 
hovering above us was this 
brilliant light hanging as if by an 
invisible thread.

“At first I thought it was 
a beacon projected from a 
helicopter. But moments later 
a similar object passed in front 
of us. It had a glowing red trail 
behind it. 

“I brought it to the attention 
of my trainer, who was standing 
nearby. We watched for some 
time and saw them move slowly 
across the sky for at least 15 
minutes. The best I can describe 
the sighting is to say they were 
just round and big.”

Ali claimed to have had 16 
sightings up to the time he 
talked to Beckley. During their 
third meeting, the author took 
Uri Geller to meet the world-
famous boxing champion at his 
training camp in the Pocono 
Mountains, Pennsylvania.

The author wrote, “Ali happily 
returned to the topic of UFOs, 
with which he seemed genuinely 
more comfortable than psychic 
phenomena.” n

I happened to look up just 
before dawn and

hovering above us was this 
brilliant light hanging as 
if by an invisible thread... 
Moments later a similar 
object passed in front of 
us. It had a glowing red 

trail behind it

Uri and Ali discussed UFOs and 
psychics when they met  
(Photo: Glyn Ridgers)
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‘Quackademic’ health 
research leads to 
resignation
THE most distinguished scientific adviser at the Integrative 
Health Institute (IHI) of the University of Alberta, Canada, 
Dr Lorne Tyrrell, has resigned, complaining of the apparent 
lack of scientific evaluation of certain forms of alternative 
medicine. 

His resignation came a week after 
cancellation of a Reiki class for paediatric 
students on how to bend spoons through 
the power of the mind.

Dr Tyrrell told the Edmonton Journal, “I 
originally agreed to serve on the science 
advisory board thinking there would be 
a critical evaluation of many of the forms 
of alternative medicine available to the 
public. 

“Unfortunately, rather than critical 
evaluation, the IHI seemed to give 
credibility to forms of alternative medicine 
I did not agree with. This has not been an 
institute of critical scientific evaluation.”

IHI director Sunita Vohra says she is 
creating “a safe space for people to have 
needed conversations about other ways of 
practising medicine.” 

She claims that 70 per cent of patients 
already use some form of alternative 
medicine. Doctors should learn about them 
“so that they can provide respectful patient 
care”.

Timothy Caulfield, science writer and 
director of the University of Alberta 
Health Law Institute, declined to serve on 
the board of the IHI, concerned that the 

institute would lend legitimacy to what he 
calls “quackademics”.

“Magical thinking should not be taught 
at a university,” he added. n

Ronald Hearn, 
pioneer of proxy 
mediumship, 
passes on
RONALD HEARN, one of 
Britain’s most respected 
mediums who received 
international acclaim, died in 
June, four days before his 89th 
birthday.

After a childhood in wartime London, 
National Service took him to India and 
it was not until he was 25 years old that 
he first discovered his psychic ability. He 
developed and used this gift worldwide to 
help thousands of people throughout his 
working life. 

He gave private consultations, public 
demonstrations, and was a frequent guest 
on radio and TV, in the UK and abroad. 
He was also in demand at Spiritualist 
churches, and in this capacity he worked 
a great deal in partnership with psychic 
artist Coral Polge.  

Hearn was widely known for pioneering 
“tape-recorded proxy consultations”, 
produced in response to letters from 
people often thousands of miles away. It 
is believed he gave 20,000 taped readings 
during his lifetime, most of which were 
astonishing in their accuracy. 

He revealed they could be exhausting to 
achieve. “I sit for a solid hour,” he said. “It is 
constant and concentrated.”

Medium, psychic researcher and author 
of several books, Ronald Hearn will be 
remembered not only for his accomplished 
mediumship, but also for his lack of 
pretension and his genuine concern for 
those who sought his advice on many 
levels during his long spiritual journey. n

The IHI seemed to 
give credibility to 

forms of alternative 
medicine I did not 

agree with. This has 
not been an institute 

of critical scientific 
evaluation

Dr Lorne Tyrrell in his laboratory (Photo: University of Alberta)
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Ghost harmonises  
with singing actor

AFTER singing during a live radio broadcast, Korean actor Park Gun 
Hyung asked the studio staff who had been harmonising with him. 
The recording team could not supply an answer. The incident was 
captured on video.

Trained in musical theatre, heartthrob 
Gun Hyung was asked to sing a romantic 
song on the live daytime radio show, 2 
O’Clock Date. The song, he said, was the one 
with which he serenaded his wife when they 
became engaged.

He began to sing, but appeared puzzled 
as a woman’s voice was clearly heard singing 
with him. When the recording ended he 
looked around the studio and asked the 
presenter who the other singer was.

The DJ replied, “I thought someone else 

was singing, but I thought I was listening to 
a CD.” 

“Is there a ghost in the studio? I thought 
one of you was singing the harmony with 
me,” the puzzled actor replied.

The female DJ said it certainly wasn’t her, 
as it was the first time she had heard that 
song. 

Radio producers say it is impossible the 
strange voice could have been added after 
production as Gun Hyung’s appearance was 
recorded live. n

Mass 
‘demonic 
possession’ 
in Peru
AS MANY AS 80 
schoolchildren in northern 
Peru are thought to have 
been possessed by the 
devil.

The bizarre event began when some 
pupils at the Elsa Perea Flores School in 
Tarapoto, known as the “City of Palms”, 
suffered seizures. Others have fainted 
in the school, reputedly built on a Mafia 
graveyard, and report seeing visions of a 
man in black trying to kill them.

According to The Mirror, this has been 
described as a case of mass demonic 
possession. Experts are trying to explain 
this condition which affected children 
between the ages of 11 and 14.

Video footage shows barely conscious 
pupils repeatedly screaming and 
apparently delirious.

Dr Anthony Choy told Panamericana 
TV, “We don’t understand how this has 
kept going on. It started on 29 April and is 
still happening.”

Elsa de Pizango, a concerned mother 
whose daughter experienced some of the 
symptoms, said, “She fainted in school. 
They didn’t say anything at the hospital. 
She keeps spitting froth from her mouth.” 

An unnamed pupil said, “It’s disturbing 
for me to think about it. It’s as if someone 
kept chasing me. It was a tailed man 
dressed in black, with a big beard. It felt 
like he was trying to strangle me.”

Another girl described having 
breathing difficulties and was holding her 
neck as if somebody was strangling her. 
One 13-year-old girl described several 
children from different classrooms 
fainting at the same time. She started 
vomiting, and heard voices while a man in 
black chased her.

Psychologist Franklin Steiner, a 
paranormal investigator, said, “It is known 
that years ago there were many victims 
of terrorism here. When this school was 
built, some say bones and bodies were 
found.” n

Park Gun Hyung in the Korean series I Do, I Do 
(Photo: Kim Jong-hak Productions)

Park Gun Hyung with actress 
Moon Geun Young in   
Innocent Steps
(Photo: CultureCapMedia)
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IT SOON becomes obvious that there’s nothing conventional about 
Douglas Ballard, despite having the immaculate appearance of a 
busy businessman. 

Seven years ago he exchanged a 
career in interior and architectural design 
for a new calling. He is now an equally 
successful full-time psychic and healer, 
based in Kent.

The seeds of this transformation were 
sown 30 years ago in a hot tub in the 
Rocky Mountains’ year-round resort of 
Aspen, Colorado, playground for the rich 
and famous, during a skiing holiday with a 
business friend, Roger.

A woman and her daughter asked if they 
could join him. He noticed, as they stepped 
into the tub, that the mother had a neck 
problem.

“I think I can help you,” Ballard 
volunteered, though he had no idea why 
he had said that. It was, he felt, an “outside 
intervention”.

She happily accepted his offer of help 
without asking any questions about his 
qualifications to do so, and a few hours 
later he visited her to give healing. First he 
placed his hands on the neck injury she had 
incurred in a fall earlier in her holiday and 
then moved them round to her throat.

“After five or six minutes, I said, ‘Move 
your head’, which she did. And she said, 
‘The pain’s gone’. But I told her, ‘You’ve 
got problems with your vocal chords.’ She 
replied, ‘Yes, when I was a young child I had 
a bad fall and it damaged my vocal chords’.” 

Both of her young children – two 
daughters – said, “Mummy, you never told 
us that”. She had trouble talking for long 
periods, which was a problem as she was a 
schoolteacher.

Recalling that early experience when we 

meet at a health and fitness centre in west 
London where he regularly treats some of 
his clients, Ballard says that healing was 
the start of a “miraculous week”. 

Next morning he overheard two women 
talking at breakfast. One spoke of being 
very ill the previous day on the ski slopes 
and she also referred to a sick child. When 
she got up to leave the dining room, Ballard 
said, “You know I think I can help you with 
not feeling too well.” 

She asked no questions, simply said, 
“Thank you” and sat down in a chair next 
to him. “You’re going to be fine in half an 
hour; you’ll be able to go skiing,” he assured 
her as he put his hands on her head. “Thank 
you,” she replied, “but I’m going home to 
see my sick child.” 

Ballard, who was struggling to 
comprehend what was happening and why 
he felt compelled to offer help to complete 
strangers, did not expect to see the woman 
again. But that evening he was taken aback 
to encounter her once more.

“What are you doing here?” he asked 
rather abruptly, assuming she and her 
husband had taken an afternoon flight 
back home, as she had indicated.

“You made me feel so well that I decided 
to stay on,” she responded.

Ballard was delighted, of course, but he 
felt he had more to give. “Well, I need to 
see if I can help your child,” he responded. 

“You can’t help my daughter, she’s six 
years old and she’s autistic,” the mother 
insisted.

Nevertheless, they stayed in contact, 
during which time he sent the daughter 

distant healing. Nine months later her 
parents arranged an air ticket for Ballard 
so that he could visit them and give more 
treatment to their daughter. They also 
arranged for him to speak to other families 
with autistic children. 

On arrival in the USA he expected 
to be addressing a handful of adults but 
26 attended the meeting. What most 
had in common was that their children 

PROFILE

VISIONARY WITH A  
UNIVERSAL 

CONNECTION
Psychic and healer DOUGLAS BALLARD tells Roy Stemman  

about the role of Universal Intelligent Energy in his work

The seeds of this 
transformation 
were sown 30 

years ago in a hot 
tub in the Rocky 
Mountains’ year-

round resort of 
Aspen, Colorado, 

playground for the 
rich and famous
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attended the same special school as 
actor Sylvester Stallone’s youngest son, 
Seargeoh, who was also diagnosed with 
the developmental disability at the age of 
three.

Douglas Ballard confesses that he knew 
nothing about autism at the outset but he 
soon learned and worked with many of the 
children during that visit, bringing about 
improvements in many cases. 

He went back a few more times, at their 
invitation, and the requests for healing 
soon extended to other conditions, in 
adults as well as children. “And it grew 
from there and I went on to other parts of 
the United States and then into Europe.”

Since then, an increasing number of 
people have consulted him for advice on 
all manner of situations, from personal 
problems to business challenges, as well as 
for healing. Some of his recent successes 
are featured on these pages.

Eventually, having tried to maintain 
his business career at the same time as 
satisfying the demands of those seeking 
psychic and healing help, Ballard decided 
to focus on the latter, seven years ago. He 
now receives private clients at different 
venues in London – including the College 
of Psychic Studies in London – or at the 
business premises of his corporate clients.

As I listen to Ballard’s account of his 
life in the Evolve Wellness Clinic, South 
Kensington – one of his consultation 
venues – I am struck by his reluctance to 
attribute his abilities to any specific source. 

I accept, of course, that it is the results 
that matter and there is no shortage 
of clients willing to testify to the great 
benefit they have derived from his healing 
hands or from the guidance he has given 
them about their future. So is he being 
deliberately enigmatic? Or does he 

genuinely not know where his powers 
come from?

It’s easier for Ballard to tell me what 
is not responsible for his gifts. “I’m not in 
touch with the spirit world,” he states. “I 
don’t see dead people.” 

So what is the source?
“I was born with it, obviously – and it 

probably kicked off when I was six years 
old and my grandmother….” He doesn’t 
finish the sentence, but she was clearly a 
big influence on his life. Does she influence 
his work from the Beyond?

“She died when I was six. She used to 
look after me and was a very spiritual 
woman. Going through life from that point 
on she was always in my mind – over and 
above my mother. But I don’t think she was 
my spiritual guru or whatever you want to 
call it. It’s nothing like that. I think it was 
just that she was a very good woman and I 
was very connected to her.”

So I decide to explore his abilities from a 
different perspective and ask how he goes 
about healing someone. He explains that 
he discusses their problems, then puts his 
hands on whichever part of the body has a 
problem, but then something seems to take 
over. He likens it to magnetism. His hands 
are rooted to the spot until sufficient 
healing has been given, then they may 
move to another part of the client’s body.

If a client is seeking his intuitive 
guidance, Ballard begins by asking what 
they need help with, though he finds that 
he often starts giving advice before they 
have finished telling him the reason they 
are consulting him. 

“What I get is a voice in my head that 
tells me what to say and quite often it will 
go straight through me and I can’t even 
recall what I’ve said. After three minutes I 
won’t remember anything – so it’s totally 

confidential. 
“I never underestimate the healing 

energy nor the psychic or intuitive 
connection that I have. I feel it is very 
special and I follow the lines of famous 
physicist Stephen Hawking: I feel there is 
something out there. I’ve believed that for 
a long time. I believe we are overseen by 
the Universe in what we do and how we 
do it.”

Ballard has given a name to the source 
of his powers: Universal Intelligent Energy. 
“Is it,” I ask, “the same source that others 
tap into?”

Having sat on the Boards of a number 
of healing organisations and run training 
courses, he is well informed about all 
aspects of complementary therapy and 
praises the work of a number of fine 
healers whose methods range from 
working with spirit guides to embracing 
crystal energy.

“But I feel what I have is unique to me,” 
he adds.

Cautiously, I suggest to him that 
many readers might interpret his words 
as meaning that he is connected to an 
extraterrestrial intelligence.

“Oh yes,” he responds.
An individual extraterrestrial, just as 

some healers or psychics have individual 
spirit guides?

“I’ve always felt there was one, singular 
energy at work,” he replies. So it’s a cosmic 
link that energises his urge to help others.

“It’s very interesting, when people get 
the healing, they will say that it’s very cold,” 
he continues. “Well it would do, because 
it’s from the Universe, so it is cold. And 
when I’m giving information I can go icy 
cold.  When I go to bed at night I have to 
have an electric blanket on, at any time of 
the year, otherwise I shiver in the night. 

(Photo: whitehouselondon.com)
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THE PRINCE, A PALACE 
AND HIS PSYCHIC

Born in London, Prince Yanek Zylinski claims a colourful ancestry 
which includes membership of the Polish aristocracy, being a distant 
descendant of Catherine the Great of Russia and related to no less 
than 12 popes and six saints.

The self-made millionaire has made his fortune as a UK property developer, 
which will come as no surprise to anyone who has been invited to his impressive 
home, the White House, in the modest borough of Ealing.

It is palatial, as one would expect from a building that took seven years to create, 
incorporates 300 tonnes of marble, sports 30ft Corinthian pillars and is a replica of 
his grandmother’s Polish castle. Unsurprisingly, gold is the predominant feature of 
its Versailles-style interiors (whitehouselondon.com).

 In fact, it is so splendid that it is seen as the perfect environment for celebrity 
or fashion photo shoots. But when neighbours objected to that proposal, a public 
enquiry was called.

Zylinski first encountered Douglas Ballard in April 2012.
“That day,” the prince recalls, “I came to meet him straight from a public 

planning inquiry at Ealing Town Hall. It had lasted a mammoth six days in front of 
a government inspector who took evidence on oath with QCs and solicitors all 
around – about 20 high-powered people in all.

“This palace is absolutely unique and over the last few years has attracted 
dozens of celebrities wanting to be photographed in it, including Victoria Beckham, 
Britney Spears, Brad Pitt, Rihanna, Colin Firth and many others. 

“Several of my neighbours, however, objected to all these activities, submitting 
untrue evidence of noise and disruption. My question to Douglas was whether I 
would win; whether I would regain my freedom.

“Douglas predicted the victory which I achieved a month later. The residents’ 
association on oath withdrew its evidence and completely accepted mine. The chief 
planning officer admitted that he had not followed the correct procedures. So I 
won.

And Douglas had predicted it first time around. Spot on!
“Since I met Douglas, I have consulted him many times about various situations 

and people. I just phone him up and ask about A, B or C. He focuses his mind and 
starts describing what is happening, as if he were there himself, with profound 
insight into people’s feelings, motives and actions ... and how various situations will 
play out.

“Time after time the only way I can respond to his words is – ‘spot on’.”
Prince Zylinski, who was most recently in the headlines as one of London’s 

mayoral candidates, concludes his tribute to Douglas Ballard with these words:
“I am a person of deep-rooted spiritual beliefs myself, so naturally I have 

developed insight and what my friends call ‘psychic qualities’. But it really helps 
to have Douglas on board to confirm and nuance my own views and sometimes to 
shock me with the unexpected. 

“He is a treasure and that’s why I have given him a new nickname: Mr Spot On!”

And my back is always cold. I feel the 
energy sits in my back.”

Then, just as I feel confident I have 
comprehended the universal theory 
that underpins his work, Ballard makes a 
statement that throws me into confusion 
once more.

“As much as I can understand it, the 
energy certainly seems to be connected to 
Ancient Egypt, which is very interesting,” 
he says nonchalantly. “We’re going back 
5,500-6,000 years ago. I’ve always felt 
there’s that sort of connection, because 
Ancient Egypt seems to pop up in a lot of 
the things I do – not that I’ve ever been 
there. 

“I feel it’s an energy – so it’s not a person 
– and that’s why I call it an intelligent 
energy, because it’s far more intelligent 
than I am.”

And that, I guess, is why the Eye of 
Horus decorates Ballard’s promotional 
material. The hawk-headed Horus was 
regarded as the god of the sky. Perhaps the 
ancient Egyptians’ depiction of Horus also 
represented a connection with Universal 
Intelligent Energy?

For those who seek Douglas Ballard’s 
help, whether through healing or intuitive 
guidance, such a question is irrelevant. 
What matters to them are the benefits 
they receive from their consultations, for 
which they currently pay £120 an hour. 

When he finds a suitable agent to 
handle the practicalities, he hopes to 
start demonstrating his abilities to large 
audiences – something he has done in 
the past, in Austria and Spain. No doubt 
Universal Intelligent Energy will play a vital 
role in achieving that goal. n

Prince Yanek Zylinski (left), self-made property millionaire and distant descendant of Catherine 
the Great of Russia, seeks advice and healing on a regular basis from Douglas Ballard
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Dentist seeks healing for patient
John McKean is a UK qualified dental practitioner with many years experience. He currently runs 
a multi-disciplinary clinic in the Algarve, southern Portugal, where he says they are “privileged” to 
accommodate the services of Douglas Ballard when he visits the region.

“I have always been impressed by 
Douglas’s sincerity and the excellent 
reports from his clients,” John testifies. 
“However, during a visit in April 2013, 
I was able to witness the result of his 
healing powers with one of my patients.

“This lady was treated elsewhere in 
the Algarve by a dentist who used a very 
toxic material to treat the root canals, but 
some escaped into surrounding tissues. 
The tooth had to be removed, but the toxic 
material caused localised bone necrosis 
– a very painful condition, requiring daily 
cleaning and dressing of the wound, while 
the toxin slowly dispersed.

“After this had been going on for some 
months, with slow healing, the patient 

was suffering particularly severe pain 
while Douglas was in attendance at the 
clinic. I suggested to the patient that she 
allow Douglas to administer his healing 
technique, which she agreed to, as it could 
do no harm. 

“Immediately after Douglas completed 
the treatment, the pain went completely 
– which could have been a coincidence. 
However, when reviewed the following 
morning, the pain relief was still apparent, 
but also the swelling in the surrounding 
gum had markedly reduced. 

“Douglas was able to undertake a 
further session that evening, and again the 
following day there was a further marked 
improvement.

“Having observed this patient’s 
condition for such a long period of time, 
the improvement after her treatment 
with Douglas was very unlikely to be 
coincidental. 

“I can thoroughly recommend Douglas 
to anyone with a chronic, intractable, 
medical condition. I would also mention 
that his psychic ability is amazingly 
accurate.”

Psychic reading  produces good vibrations
ADRIAN WALTERS, founder and director of Aquavibe, is among the executives who openly discuss 
their use of psychics to further their business goals. 

Featured as a Case Study in the March/
April 2015 issue of Edge, the Institute of 
Leadership and Management’s magazine, 
in an article on “Spiritual Leadership”, 
Walters reveals that Douglas Ballard gave 
him a reading in October 2014. 

The business was not working as 
effectively as it could, Ballard told him, 
and he needed to get rid of “dead wood”. 
He also advised that the business needed 
to be pushed forward and predicted 
extensive travel. 

“In essence, the reading provoked 
change, which subsequently promoted 
the business to move into different areas 
outside of the current market,” said 
Walters, whose Aquavibe produces an 
all-body sensory experience combining 
floating, lighting and vibration.

“What Douglas gave me was guidance 
on my path, and exactly the right degree of 
assurance I needed to move my business 

forward.”
London-based Walters subsequently 

took on a new business partner and 
opened up new markets in Ibiza and Dubai.

Interviewed in the same issue, Ballard 
explained: “A good visionary will work 
with a manager on a one-to-one basis and 
start by proving his or her ability. This 
process should typically entail the psychic 
telling the manager about their life, their 
working habits, how they are perceived 
by colleagues and outlining their core 
strengths and values.”

If this is accurate, it creates the ultimate 
trust between the manager and the 
psychic. 

“This is where the process becomes 
interesting and creative,” Ballard adds, “as 
the visionary can then show the manager 
the pathway, potential and strategy for 
overcoming the hurdles, while instilling a 
sense of motivation and enthusiasm.”

Adrian Walters, founder and director 

of Aquavibe

John McKean is a UK qualified dental 

practitioner who runs a multi-disciplinary 

clinic in the Algarve, southern Portugal

The following morning, the pain relief was 
still apparent but also the swelling in the 
surrounding gum had markedly reduced 
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‘At the end of 
treatment I was 

able to stand tall’
“My meeting with Douglas 
Ballard came about by accident 
really, says company director 
Gary Odell, who runs his own 
private healthcare brokerage. 

“I was away for the weekend and was 
unloading the boot of my car when I got a 
really bad spasm in my back. The pain was 
excruciating. On the Monday I made an 
appointment to see my doctor who told me 
to continue taking painkillers.

“The pain meant I couldn’t stand 
correctly and so I tried to make an 
appointment with my osteopath but he 
was unable to see me. 

“My wife had had several treatments 
from Douglas and she suggested that I 
give him a call. I did and I went to see him 
that evening with an open mind. I’m one 
of these guys that doesn’t make a decision 
about anything really until I have actually 
experienced it.

“I was ushered into his treatment 
room and asked to lie on his couch. He 
very gently placed his hands on my 
shoulders…. For 15 to 20 minutes, as 
Douglas continued, I laid there feeling very 
relaxed, with a warmth running through 
my shoulders.

“After 20 minutes Douglas asked me if I 
could sit up. I did so very gingerly because 
there was still pain in my back. I carefully 
moved off the couch. I stood, or should I 
say stooped, at which point Douglas asked 
me to take a step forward.

“Douglas then placed one hand on my 
stomach and the other on my back and 
very gently squeezed for about a minute, 
after which time he asked me if I could 
stand a bit straighter. He repeated this 
process three or four times and by the end 
I was able to stand completely straight.

“Now I don’t know how that works but 
all I can say is that I went in bent over and 
at the end of the treatment I was able 
to stand tall. I drove home, not in pain. I 
went to bed, not in pain, and I woke in the 
morning not in pain.

“I can’t explain it.”

Rock star is ‘All Right Now’ 
after healing

The drummer with English rock groups Free and Bad 
Company in the ’70s and ’80s, Simon Kirke is still a leading 
figure in the music world, recently playing with Ringo 
Starr’s All Starr Band. 

Free’s All Right Now was a No 1 hit in over 20 territories.

Simon played host to Douglas at his home off Fifth Avenue in New York on a 

number of occasions during 2003 and 2004.

London-born Simon, his wife Lorraine, an interior designer, and their children all 

had healing sessions with Douglas. 

The rock drummer was so pleased that he wrote a glowing testimonial, beginning: 

“You made quite an impression on my family – a wonderful one at that.” 

He explained: “After Douglas had completed his ‘hands on’ session with me, I felt a 

wonderful sense of calm and well-being. I felt as if internally I had been re-aligned....

“Whatever powers he has at his disposal, Douglas dispenses them freely

and selflessly and we look forward to seeing him again in the near future.”

In addition to the few case studies on these pages,  
many more can be viewed at douglasballard.com

Prince Zylinski’s London home, the White House, is available  
for special events. See: whitehouselondon.com
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MEMORIAL SERVICE 
CELEBRATES THE LIFE OF  

ERIC 
HATTON

A LIFE DEDICATED TO SPIRITUALISM 

ON A DAY full of happy memories and touching tributes, over 150 family 
members, friends, colleagues and admirers gathered in the Sanctuary 
at the Arthur Findlay College, Stansted, Essex, on 30 May, to celebrate 
the extraordinary life of Minister Eric Hatton, honorary president of the 
Spiritualists’ National Union (SNU), who dedicated his life to Spiritualism.

To everyone’s delight, Eric played 
a significant role in the service. Those 
who gathered to say their final farewells 
were treated to a moving montage of 
images of him, both formal and informal, 
including many from family albums. 

These images were screened to the 
accompaniment of The Lark Ascending 
and A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square 
– two of Eric’s musical favourites.

 There was also a short film of Eric 
paying tribute to the mediumship of 
Gordon Higginson. Best of all, however, 
was a superb recording of Eric singing, 
loaned by his children. How wonderful 
to hear that beautiful voice again.

The service was conducted by Minister 
David Bruton, SNU president, who gave 
a reading from Maurice Barbanell’s The 
Power of the Spirit and then an address in 
which he paid a personal tribute to Eric.

Many poignant memories were 
then shared throughout the afternoon 
by those who knew and loved him. 
His children Lisa and Jon took the 
rostrum together to pay a moving and 
sometimes humorous joint tribute 
which illustrated their father’s many 

qualities and endearing characteristics.
Sue Farrow, who was a tower of 

strength as Eric’s companion in his final 
years, spoke passionately about his 
many achievements as well as his impish 
sense of humour, even when very ill in 
hospital. Charles Coulston, previous SNU 
general secretary, talked of the immense 
love and respect for Eric that existed 
throughout the Spiritualist movement.

Cissie Shaw, who not only worked with 
Eric in his business but also served the 
church at Stourbridge with which both 
he and his wife, Heather, were connected 
throughout their married life, paid a warm 
tribute from her own special perspective.

Hugh Davis, a trustee of the JV Trust, 
of which Eric was chairman, reminded 
the gathering of how important the 
Arthur Findlay College had been to 
Eric and how much it had benefited 
from the Trust’s generous donations.

Roy Stemman, Editor of Psychic News, 
who had served with Eric on both the JV 
Trust and the Spiritual Truth Foundation, 
spoke of the amount of voluntary effort 
Eric put into these charities as well 
as the SNU Fund of Benevolence to 

ensure that people and churches were 
helped when they most needed it.

Those attending the service came from 
all over the country, including a contingent 
from Stourbridge Spiritualist Church 
that arrived by coach. Its president, 
Laraine Killarney, also paid tribute to 
how much effort Eric and Heather had 
put into the church over the years.

 The service ended with the 
unveiling of a framed photograph of 
Eric Hatton, taken by Psychic News 
staff member Magnus Smith, which 
now adorns a wall in the college. 

Then everyone filed out into the 
college’s beautiful gardens for the 
unveiling by Hugh Davis of a plaque, 
paid for by guests at JV Weeks, 
alongside a newly-planted redwood 
tree. David Bruton also unveiled a 
wooden bench on behalf of the Arthur 
Findlay College. Both are in loving 
memory of Eric and Heather Hatton.

The ceremony, which had been 
superbly orchestrated throughout by 
college manager Tanya Smith, closed 
with the congregation joining arms and 
singing, Let There be Peace On Earth. n

Psychic News’ tribute to Eric Hatton, who 
passed to the spirit world at the age of 
89 on 6 November 2015, appeared in 
PN December 2015 issue. A report on his 
funeral was published in PN January 2016.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Minister David Bruton, SNU president, unveils Eric Hatton’s 
favourite personal photograph (taken by PN staff member Magnus Smith) which will be displayed 
prominently at the Arthur Findlay College; Jonathan and Lisa with a plaque and redwood tree 
planted in memory of their parents; the Sanctuary was filled to capacity; Sue Farrow pays a very 
personal tribute; Hugh Davies, representing the JV Trust, unveils its commemorative plaque.

A LIFE DEDICATED TO SPIRITUALISM 
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Wendy Stokes reports on her Akasha holistic session with therapist SINÉAD DE HORA
I HAD NO hesitation in accepting an invitation from intuitive 
body therapist Sinéad de Hora (pictured above) to try out her new 
practice in the heart of London. 

After all, she provides her services at the Akasha Holistic 
Wellbeing Centre, part of the five-star luxury Hotel Café Royal 
on London’s Regent Street, within sight of the statue of Eros. Why 
wouldn’t I?

Akasha is a below-ground labyrinth offering sauna, pool, 
gymnasium, yoga, meditation, relaxation and treatment rooms. At 
this very upmarket venue, everyone, from the doorman to the 
commissionaire and receptionist, is polished, polite and immaculate. 

Sinéad, originally from Ireland, has studied a wide variety 
of body therapies for 10 years. She has worked in the UK for 
the past six years and offers a range of treatment techniques, 
such as deep tissue massage, Shiatsu, aromatherapy, lymphatic 
drainage, reflexology, energy healing, chakra balancing, Reiki, 
Lomilomi (Hawaiian) and many others.

 What particularly interested me was her ability as a visionary 
who is able to see the needs of the body and mind. She explained 
that every person has unique needs and she uses suitable 
techniques according to what she feels is most useful. 

I was asked to remove my outer clothing and lie on a comfortable 
massage table. The lights were dimmed and I began to relax while 
Sinéad scanned me for energy information, giving special attention 
to any area that she felt was in need. 

She started her treatment on my lower stomach, touching it very 
lightly. She said I have been a healer for many lifetimes but that my 
body was extremely tired. I have the capacity to channel high level 
spirit guides, she added. 

When I asked her to tell me if she picked up anything about past 
lives, she replied that she saw aeroplanes. This was interesting 
to me as my very earliest memory, whenever I closed my eyes as 
a very young child, was a fleet of World War Two planes flying in 
formation in the sky. 

I also asked her for any remedy she thought suitable and she 
suggested carrot and ginger and to drink more water. She spent 
most of the time on my feet, in a gentle massage which helped my 
body to relax deeply. I found this very emotional as I felt the weight 

of exhaustion and illness, and the sometimes great needs of others 
over a long period of my life. 

Waves of energy moved through my body – shivers, tears, the 
need to stretch and yawn – and then I felt a spirit in the room and 
that Sinéad was being overshadowed by a male spirit healer. 

After the session, she told me the things she had sensed: a left 
knee problem, the left side of my neck needed attention, and my left 
shoulder was coming forward slightly to protect my heart. She also 
noticed excess energy in the region of my head. 

Sinéad was reasonably accurate with these, though she missed 
the full extent of my illness, perhaps because of the steroid drugs I 
am taking which successfully hide my disabilities. I asked her how 
she would evaluate how open I was to the treatment and she said at 
first it was 4/10 and then 10/10. 

After the 90-minute treatment was completed, I went to lie 
down and make notes in the comfortable relaxation room. She 
follows up with her clients after two days. 

I had maintained a sense of her calm presence and I felt as 
though something had moved, which was hard to describe, but I 
did feel a deep healing had taken place, more on an emotional level 
but perhaps also physically. However, this would need a very long 
period to evaluate. 

I am trying to lose weight and have been more balanced in my 
eating patterns. My family have said I look healthier and younger! 
I would say that Sinéad accesses advanced healing abilities, most 
likely from spirit sources. 

She was very focused and appeared to enter a light trance while 
she was working and the messages, information and guidance she 
received were accurate and helpful. 

This is a luxury setting and worth the extra outlay. The fees are 
£125 for 60 minutes and £190 for 90 minutes. Those who book 
a 60-minute or longer treatment with Sinéad are automatically 
entitled to full access to all the Café Royal Hotel’s spa facilities.

In addition to Akasha, Sinéad has treatment rooms at other 
venues in London and Kent. n
For more information see Sinéad’s website: sineaddehora.com, or send 
an email to info@sineaddehora.com  

Five-star 
wellbeing 

in  
London’s 
west End

MIND, BODY & SPIRIT



How to solve sudoku:  
Place a number from 1-9 in each empty cell so 

that each row, each column and each 3x3 block 
contains all the numbers from 1-9.     

6 7 1 9 3 4
2

3 1 9 6
8 4 96

4 2 7 6
2
8 7 3 6 2 5

4 7  3
5 6 3 8
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Sudoku Competition

Following Russell Grant’s fascinating interview in the 
June issue of Psychic News, we are pleased to offer ten 
copies of his latest book, Art of Astrology, as prizes in this 
month’s sudoku competition.
The publisher writes: “Ever wondered what the colours you choose say 
about you? Go on a journey of self-discovery in Russell Grant’s Art of 
Astrology colouring book for adults. Lose yourself by colouring in beautiful 
designs, based on the key signs of the Zodiac, their accompanying planets 
and mythological archetypes. Then read about the meaning behind your 
choice of colours and how they connect with your sun sign in Russell’s 
amazing astrological colourscopes. The ultimate horoscope from a leading 
writer on spirituality, this is a truly incredible guide to reading yourself 
and your sun sign, and at the same time an immersive and relaxing task 
that takes you out of this world.”

For your chance to win one of the ten copies, complete the sudoku puzzle  
and send the numbers which appear in the shaded centre row, from left  
to right, along with your name and address to:  

Russell Grant, Psychic Press Ltd, Suite 6, Thremhall Park,  
Start Hill, Bishops Stortford, Herts.  CM22 7WE, UK. 

You can also enter by email to: pneditorials@gmail.com 

The closing date for entries is 30th September 2016.

Russell Grant’s 

Art of Astrology 

Discover your inner self through colour with



GEORGIANA HOUGHTON:  
PIONEERING SPIRIT
 
Vivienne Roberts looks at the life of a remarkable Spiritualist whose  
beautiful mediumistic creations are currently on show in London
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SPIRIT-INSPIRED paintings and drawings are generally perceived to have 
played a marginal role in the history of art. Although some observers 
acknowledge that spirit art had a considerable influence on Surrealism, 
it has remained virtually ignored by the mainstream and is usually 
consigned to reside under the umbrella of “Outsider Art”.

The exhibition of Georgiana Houghton’s 
abstract drawings, created mediumistically 
in Victorian Britain and currently on 
show at London’s Courtauld Gallery 
[previewed in PN June 2016], will no doubt 
be the catalyst for a debate amongst art 
historians as to the rightful place in history 
of this artist and her astonishing artworks. 

Whatever the decision, Georgiana will 
now be recognised as the doyenne of spirit 
art and by some as a pioneer of modern 
art. So, who was this remarkable woman, 
garnering so much interest 130 years after 
her death?

Georgiana was born in 1814 in Las 
Palmas, Gran Canaria, the seventh of Anne 
and George Houghton’s 12 children. She 
grew up in London and spent time overseas 
due to her father’s work as a merchant. 

Little is known about her early life 
except that she was trained as an artist and 
gave up painting when her sister Zilla, also 
an accomplished artist, died in 1851.

In 1859 she attended a séance at 
the home of a well known medium, Mrs 
Mary Marshall, and from that moment 
Georgiana had unwavering belief in 
Spiritualism. She developed her own skills 
as a medium, starting with table tipping 
and receiving messages by the alphabet 
and planchette. 

By 1861 she was directly speaking in 
the voice of the spirit and producing spirit 
drawings. Her aim was to communicate 
with family and friends who had passed 
away, but she soon wanted to share her 
“delightful gift” with others. She began 
to speak publicly, spreading the word of 
Spiritualism through her art, photography 
and writing, as well as playing a prominent 
role in Spiritualist societies and regularly 
contributing to the Spiritualist press.

Georgiana’s Spiritualist path was not 

always smooth. In 1861 she attended a 
séance, where she showed her drawings. 
One attendee, an American medium, 
Manuel Eyre, felt compelled by spirit to 
urge Georgiana to give up her drawing 
mediumship because  “the action of those 
brilliant colours would be injurious to the 
brain, and produce all kinds of dreadful 
calamities”. 

Georgiana responded that she would 
continue as long as her own spirit 
guides were supportive of her drawing 
mediumship, although the encounter did 
prompt her to reduce her artistic activity 
to just three hours a day. 

Her spirits told Georgiana that her 
“previous education had been given as a 
preparation for the work I was to do, and 
having in former years been accustomed 
to drawing flowers from nature, with all 
their brilliancy of colouring, my brain was 
already trained to bear what my eye was 
fitted to receive”. 

It was not the end of the matter, as a 
short while later a Dr Dixon called upon 
Georgiana, ostensibly to talk on the subject 
of Spiritualism. However it soon became 
evident that a question had been raised as 
to her sanity. She challenged him outright 
and after a “tolerably lengthy interview 
he took his leave, with the words, both in 
Latin and English, that I had a sound mind 
in a sound body”. 

Fortunately, moments like these were 
rare and Georgiana had the strong support 
of several family members and a growing 
number of Spiritualist friends who were 
impressed with her spirit art and respected 
her ardent involvement in the movement. 

She developed her own séance circle 
and was invited to join many others 
where her mesmeric powers were 
frequently called upon to entrance others 

and facilitate mediumistic activity. She 
collected and promoted the art of other 
mediumistic artists and shared her skills 
and knowledge. 

Mediums such as Barbara Honywood 
and Alice Pery were among many 
others who benefited from Georgiana’s 
encouragement. Wednesday afternoons 
at home were given to a steady stream 
of visitors hoping to see her drawings 
and discuss Spiritualism. Before long, 
Georgiana found herself entertaining 
aristocracy such as Lady Milford and 
Countess Poulett, as well as prominent 
Spiritualists such as Sir Charles Isham, 
William Stainton Moses and Emma 
Hardinge Britten. 

Georgiana’s reputation continued to 
rise and on 4 January 1867 she was invited 
by the famous medium Daniel Dunglas 
Home to give a lecture at the opening of 
the Spiritual Athenaeum in London. The 
subject of the lecture was “Spirit Drawing” 
and Home had originally planned to give 
the lecture himself but, acknowledging 
Georgiana’s expertise, asked if she would 
take his place. 

As well as the lecture there were several 

ART AND THE PARANORMAL

Georgiana Houghton with Tommy, son of 
medium Mrs Guppy, and a ‘psychic extra’ 
photographed  by Frederick Hudson in 1872 
(Photo: Collection of College of Psychic Studies)
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spirit artworks on show, including two of 
Georgiana’s Monograms of Queen Victoria 
and Prince Albert. It was Georgiana’s first 
exhibition and public account of her work.

Spurred on by this first taste of 
recognition, Georgiana’s creativity 
increased and four years later, in 1871, 
the hard work culminated in a four-month 
exhibition which she staged at the New 
British Gallery in Old Bond Street. The 
show consisted of 155 spirit drawings 
celebrating 10 years of her drawing 
mediumship. 

Georgiana framed the treasured works 
herself, wrote the catalogue, including a 
special edition for Queen Victoria, and 
attended the show nearly every day to be 
on hand to discuss her work and inform 
a new audience about Spiritualism. The 
show was a financial disaster with only 
one sale and one commission totalling 50 
guineas ($77). 

However, Georgiana was delighted by 
the many visitors, especially the artists 
who were “struck by the harmonies of 
colour and novelties of manipulation”. 
There was also a high level of interest 
in Spiritualism, giving Georgiana “ample 
reason to believe that in the vital purpose 
of the exhibition the success has been far 
beyond what I could have hoped”.  

Georgiana’s achievements did not stop 
at spirit art and just months after the 
exhibition she found herself at the start 
of a new phase of mediumship in England 
– spirit photography. On 7 March, 1872, 
through well-known Spiritualists Mr and 
Mrs Samuel Guppy, Georgiana met the 
photographer Frederick Hudson, who just 
a few days before had achieved England’s 
first spirit photograph. 

It thrilled Georgiana and over the next 

few years she made over 250 visits to 
Hudson’s studio where her mediumistic 
skills were apparently utilised to bring 
forth the spirits that appeared in the 
photographs. Hudson was occasionally 
exposed for having superimposed staged 
images of “spirits”, but his supporters 
maintained that many of the images were 
of recognised departed loved ones.

This new phenomenon attracted 
massive interest and Georgiana’s 
involvement did not go unnoticed amongst 
Spiritualist circles. Her tireless energy, 
honesty, passion and unstinting support for 
the cause led to a rise in her status. 

She was elected onto the council of the 
British National Association of Spiritualists 
in 1874 and went on to publish three 
books about her Spiritualist activities 
before becoming a founding member of the 
London Spiritualist Alliance (LSA), known 
today as the College of Psychic Studies. 

Shortly after the LSA’s founding, 
Georgiana died after suffering a stroke. 
Although her accomplishments were 

considerable there were several ideas she 
didn’t get the chance to realise. She had 
been developing thoughts for another 
book and had pioneering plans to form a 
society of spirit artists whose “numerous 
varieties of style among drawing mediums 
would ensure a considerable amount of 
interest”. 

Georgiana believed that this interest 
would reduce the prejudice against 
Spiritualism. It is a fascinating prospect, 
and Georgiana and her contemporaries 
Elizabeth Wilkinson, Anna Howitt Watts, 
Alice Pery and Barbara Honywood 
would undoubtedly have been founding 
members. 

It begs the question: if one spirit artist 
like Georgiana can undermine the history 
of modern art, what would be the impact of 
a whole society? n

Vivienne Roberts is the curator of 
Encounters with the Spirit World, 14-20 
August 2016,  at the College of Psychic 
Studies, 16 Queensberry Place, South 
Kensington, London, SW7 2EB.

Above: a detail from “The Spiritual Crown of Mrs 
Oliphant”. Right: “The Flower of William Stringer” 
(Credit: Collection of the College 
of Psychic Studies)
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SEVENTEEN years after her death, Doreen Valiente is enjoying greater recognition than she did 
during her colourful lifetime when she was one of the most important figures in Wicca.

The first-ever museum exhibition, 
“Where Witchcraft Lives”,  featuring her 
life and activities opened at Preston Manor 
in her hometown, Brighton, East Sussex, 
in April and is expected to run through 
to November to coincide with Witchfest 
International, the largest witchcraft 
festival, which is being held at the city’s 
Brighton Centre.

Categorised under the umbrella term 
Paganism, Wicca celebrates and ritualises 
the rhythms and cycles of the natural 
worlds and the human participants in 
those processes. Valiente can take credit 
for the increasing numbers who declare 
themselves to be Pagans in the UK: 42,262 
did so in the 2001 Census but other 
surveys suggest the number is actually 
around a quarter of a million, making them 
Britain’s seventh largest faith group.

An author and poet, Valiente was not 
shy about her Wiccan beliefs and practices, 
and her openness, conveyed in numerous 
articles and her five books on witchcraft, 
did much to lay the foundations for what 
is believed to be the first fully-formed new 
religion to appear in England and spread 

across the world.
It’s an achievement that was 

commemorated in Brighton on 
midsummer’s day 2013 with the unveiling 
of a blue plaque outside her home, donated 
by the Centre for Pagan Studies.

But she did 
worry, after an 
interview on 
Radio Brighton 
that it might 
cause problems 
among her 
neighbours if 
they found out 
they had a witch 
living among 
them. Soon 
after arriving 
home there was 
a knock on the 
door. “Here we 
go,” she thought, 
expecting the 
worst.

Opening the door, she was greeted by 
two women who said, “Mrs Valiente. We 

heard you on the radio and wondered 
if you would like to join the residents’ 
committee.” She was so taken aback that 
she unintentionally said, “Yes”! It proved 
to be a good move as it led to her meeting 
Ron Cooke, the chairman, who became her 

last partner and 
great love.

Doreen 
Valiente’s 
blue plaque, 
incidentally, is the 
only one that has 
ever been placed 
on a council block.

She attributed 
an indescribably 
mystical 
experience at 
the age of nine 
to putting her 
on the path of 
exploration that 
led her to Wicca. 
Having crept into 

the garden of her south London home at 
twilight in the 1920s she saw “the veil 

Mother of modern 
witchcraft  

was wartime codebreaker

PAGANISM & WICCA

Doreen Valiente (top) with various items used in 
Wicca, and (above) altar pieces used during witchcraft 
ceremonies (Photos: Doreen Valiente Foundation)
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of reality tremble” and was consumed 
by the feeling that her surroundings 
were fabricated to hide something else: 
something “very potent”.

It was a realisation that even 
convent school could not eradicate. 
During her quest for knowledge she 
explored Spiritualism, Theosophy, magic, 
reincarnation and the Tarot whilst living 
in Bournemouth, Hampshire, but soon 
tired of the hymn singing and Bible 
reading at the Spiritualist church she 
attended. However, she expressed these 
very positive views in an unpublished 
manuscript, I Am a Witch (1966):

“If I say that witches have links with 
Spiritualism, this will probably upset 
some Spiritualists; but it is nevertheless 
true. In fact, every genuine phenomenon 
connected with modern Spiritualism 
can be found occurring in ancient 
witchcraft; mediumship, clairvoyance and 
clairaudience, psychic 
healing, levitation, 
astral projection, 
materialisations, even the 
formation of the circle by 
placing men and women 
alternately to balance the 
power.”

We have Philip 
Heselton’s meticulously-
researched Doreen Valiente: 
Witch (which has just been 
published by the Doreen 
Valiente Foundation in 
association with The 
Centre for Pagan Studies) 
to thank for the above 
insights and revelations 
about her life which will surprise even 
those who thought they knew her well. 
Prime among them is the disclosure that 

during World War Two Valiente worked 
at Bletchley Park, famous for its German 
code-breaking achievements.

What did she do? No 
one knows for certain. She 
never mentioned it and all 
that her friends and family 
knew was that she would 
disappear for long periods 
during the war without 
explanation. 

But Bletchley Park 
has confirmed to her 
biographer that she had 
a wartime posting there 
as a senior assistant 
officer with the British 
Foreign Office. One 
source suggests she was 
a translator but Heselton 
reveals that after the war 
she spoke at length and 

with great knowledge about the world’s 
first programmable computer, Colossus, 

which was used to crack German codes.
Doreen Valiente: Witch is the perfect 

companion to the Preston Manor 
exhibition, which displays for the first 
time a wide range of Valiente’s personal 
witchcraft possessions that are of huge 
historical importance.

Her early Pagan explorations had led 
her to Gerald Gardner, who was initiated 
into a coven at the edge of the New Forest 
in 1939 and is recognised as the founder of 
Wicca. They worked together and by the 
mid-1950s Gardner appointed her as the 
High Priestess of the coven he founded.

While Gardner interpreted ancient 
rites and rituals, Valiente documented 
them with poetic fervour, explains Ashley 
Mortimer, a founding trustee of the 
Doreen Valiente Foundation and curator 
of the Brighton exhibition, adding:

“She gave the modern craft a robust 
religious litany and a logical framework. 
It was this that allowed it to be more 
easily passed on through initiation and is 
probably the reason it spread so firmly and 
rapidly and continues to expand across the 
world today.

“We wanted to show that the rise of 
Wicca with Doreen and Gerald provides 
a bridge to the deep past but also a link to 
the present and future of Paganism in our 
society and culture.”

On special days during the exhibition, 
Gardner’s original handwritten Book of 
Shadows will be displayed on a witch’s altar, 
alongside other artefacts, manuscripts and 
ceremonial items.

Preston Manor, an Edwardian mansion 
owned and run by Royal Pavilion and 
Museums Brighton and Hove, is the 
perfect venue for Where Witchcraft Lives 
since it is also regarded as the city’s most 
haunted property. Psychic News will take a 
look at its ghostly heritage in the August 
issue. n

By the mid-1950s 
Gerald Gardner, ‘the 

Father of Wicca’, 
appointed her as the 
High Priestess of the 

coven he founded

Gerald Gardner’s “Book of Shadows” is displayed prominently in the Preston Manor exhibition 
along with items used by Doreen Valiente (Photo: Royal Pavilion & Museums, Brighton & Hove)



SPIRITUAL ART
This month Paul Brett introduces the first of a two-part feature on spiritual artist  
Debbie McIntee (pictured right). In this issue we get a chance to view some of 
Debbie’s angelic works and read about Debbie’s spiritual journey in her own words. In 
the August issue we will show simply zen-like paintings of Buddha and a few inventive 
ways this work has been used that will add a truly spiritual touch to your home.

SPIRITUALITY is a journey inward that requires you to 
take time to reflect on yourself. Each soul must learn to 
detach from the tribe, religion, family or community that 
controls it with rules or conditions on how to live life. It 
takes time to discover your “truth”, and patience to learn 
how to express it.

I am truly blessed to know that I am on my true path, 
creating guided artwork to share with others at the age 
of 48. I was born and bred in Essex, where I still live. I am 
a mother of two grown-up children which allows me to 
focus more of my time on my “Soulful Creations” which 
reflects exactly what I do. I received confirmation of this 
from an elderly man who approached me at one of my 
first events. Without knowing the name of my business 
he said out of the blue, “You have such soulful eyes”. A 
perfect sign, I’d chosen well!

I have always been creative which has led me into 
careers such as hairdressing and interior design. Although 
I have no art degree or training in this area, I do believe I 
am getting a lot of help from upstairs, as I say …from the 
angels. I cannot say whether it was angelic intervention or 
simple synchronicity, but my transition to my new career 
began with a very special trip, around five years ago.

I took on the challenge of climbing Kilimanjaro 
and spent a year fundraising for multiple sclerosis 
(MS), a condition that has affected my family for three 
generations. I can honestly say the trek was life-changing 
for me. I was humbled by the mountain. Being taken out 
of my comfort zone and going back to basics with a group 
of people I didn’t know was a real leveller. No one judged, 
it didn’t matter what car you drove or where you lived, we 
all supported each other to summit the mountain and we 
all made it! 

I had previously taken up and been practising Tai Chi 
for about a year before the trek as I really wanted to 
practise the form on the mountain to connect with the 
earth and keep my mind, body and soul in balance. Each 

Angel Haniel (left) and Angel Gabrielle (above)26   PSYCHIC NEWS  |  JULY 2016



Please do keep your artwork coming so we can display it 
in the magazine and with our followers on Facebook and 
Twitter. If we print your work in the magazine you will receive a 
surprise spiritual book or gift. 

Send your art to: Paul Brett, Psychic News, Suite 6, Thremhall Park,  
Start Hill, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire  CM22 7WE, United Kingdom 
or email to: pnadverts@gmail.com

FREE  

spiritual book or gift for 

every artist we show

morning I would find a quiet spot, take in the 
peaceful beauty that surrounded me and go 
through the 21 moves I had learnt. I knew 
this provided me with the time I needed to 
centre myself for the day ahead. I managed to 
keep this to myself until day four. That’s when 
I was spotted so, of course, I then had a few 
companions who wanted to join me…

On the evening we planned to summit the 
mountain we left about 11pm with our head 
torches on, and you could feel the tension 
in the air. This is what we had come to do, 
to reach the summit and see the sunrise, 
although there were no guarantees that the 
weather would allow this. That was in God’s 
hands as we all are all the time! 

Everyone was focused and apprehensive. 
We could feel the air thinning and our bodies 
working even harder with less oxygen. I knew 
I had to keep myself hydrated if I wanted the 
best chance of achieving my goal. I was doing 
well until my water tube froze! You have no 
idea how much energy it takes to get your 
rucksack off your back, your water bottle 
out to drink then put it all away again. It’s 
exhausting! 

We were blessed with perfect conditions 
and the views were breathtaking. You could 
actually see the curvature of the planet. 

Angel Sandalphon (above) and Angel Jophiel (right) PSYCHIC NEWS  |  JULY 2016  27
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From that moment onwards, whenever I am 
on the top of a mountain I feel closer to all that 
is. It invokes the same feelings I had that day on 
Kilimanjaro and I am so grateful to have had that 
amazing experience. The experience helped me 
realise what’s important and how you have to do 
things in life that you are passionate about.

I am proud to say I reached my target, which 
meant I could purchase a portable bladder scanner 
for the local MS nurses, which cost over £10,000. 
Giving unconditionally to the charity was so 
rewarding it certainly made me look at things 
differently. 

On my return I recognised the hole in my life. 
My soul was hungry for information that could 
enable me to grow spiritually and the universe 
fed me with the right books, courses, people and 
everything I needed in divine time. Of course my 
head didn’t always agree that I was on the correct 
path. I suspect my ego was running scared; it could 
see I was gaining strength and inner peace. But 
I was now living far more consciously, and this 
allowed me to see things much more clearly and 
opened the channel for my creativity to flow in a 
different direction.

I now have a beautiful, small studio in my 
garden where I create. It’s my sacred space and 
the energy is very different in my studio compared 
to my house.  I know I am surrounded by the 
energy of my guardian angels and spirit guides, 
as I am inspired to create in this wonderful space. 
I feel the angels’ energy is really powerful when 
I’m working on my large pieces and I get lost in a 
meditative state for hours, so it’s not unusual for 
me to force myself to pack up after midnight.

Please don’t be fooled that everything 
becomes rosy in the garden… it doesn’t! But 
when you follow your heart, life somehow 
flows more effortlessly. Problems, when they 
present themselves, are less daunting and often 
accompanied  by solutions.

I sell my art through a website, exhibitions and 
shows around the country, and a few local shops 
and galleries. It’s a small income that sustains me, 
and after several years developing and perfecting 
my own techniques, the challenge is now to 
expand my work to reach a wider audience and 
create greater abundance...

To be continued in the August issue of Psychic News

Debbie would love you to connect with her though 
her website, Facebook, Twitter or email. Details 
below:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
SoulfulCreationsArt

Website: www.soulfulcreations.co.uk

Email: debbie@soulfulcreations.co.uk

Telephone: 07725 567255 Angel Uriel (top), Angel Astrid (centre) and Peaceful Angel (bottom)

Here, Debbie tells us more about the angels featured in the 
beautiful textured acrylic paintings shown in this gallery:

Archangel Haniel was one of the first angels I painted. I know 
she is one of my guardian angels. Her energy holds the grace of 
God and she is very connected to the feminine moon energy.

Archangel Gabriel is known as the messenger of God. I connect 
with her energy as she helps open doors for artists & communicators.

Archangel Sandalphon’s main role is to deliver human prayers 
to God so they may be answered. I feel such comfort from the 
power in this painting.

Archangel Jophiel. I was inspired to paint Jophiel. As I connect 
with her energy she is another of my guardian angels. Her name 
means beauty of God and she is the angel of illumination, joy and 
creativity. 

Archangel Uriel is said to be the wisest of the angels and his  
name means God’s light. I feel his energy fills you with the 
knowledge of how to be of service.

Archangel Astrid’s energy will help you communicate your truth.

Peaceful  Angel. This peaceful angel’s energy can bring you 
comfort and peace into your life.
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CHALLENGING BELIEFS

CARELESS THOUGHTS 
COST PAST LIVES
NIGEL PEACE rethinks The Big Question:  

what happens to us after death?

FROM THE depths of the sea to the deepest parts of the 
forests, from elementary particles to distant nebulae, from 
the infinitesimal to the apparently infinite… there is no limit 
to humankind’s curiosity, adventure and drive to understand 
life… or is there? 

Sometimes it seems that the most 
important of all the questions facing 
human beings has barely begun to be 
addressed seriously or widely in the West. 
This is quite astonishing. 

One might perhaps try to forgive 
scientists and philosophers their 
omissions, since they have to consider 
their academic reputations and funding. 
Only in the last few decades have a few 
brave individuals set up research institutes 

or written thoughtful books on the matter. 
But, anyway, why is one question not at 

the forefront of the mind of each and every 
individual human being on the planet? 

The question, of course, is that of 
the nature of consciousness itself. In its 
simplest form, the question is: 

“What happens, if anything, to human 
consciousness after the body dies?”

I mean, isn’t this just so basic? Hasn’t 
everyone, ever since perhaps a beloved 

grandparent died when they were a child, 
been asking this question? Is it not a 
regular topic of conversation around the 
dinner party table? 

Well, no, they haven’t and it isn’t. 
For many, this is because we get so 

caught up in the actual complicated 
business of living that we simply put off the 
issue until we reach old age (if we are lucky 
enough to do so). 

Sadly though, for many more of us 
it seems that the question is irrelevant 
because we already know the answer. This 
could be as a result of religious teachings, 
or a belief in scientific materialism, or more 
recently a belief in “New Age” spiritual 
teachings. One way or the other, it is simply 
said that life just ends or that life continues 

One way or the other, it is 
simply said that life just ends or 

that life continues in another 
place. But beware the teacher 
who claims to know The Truth!
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in another place.
But beware the teacher who claims to 

know The Truth! 
Have we not at least learned that the 

more we know the more there is to be 
known? This most important question of 
all, for each and every one of us, surely 
demands the greatest thoughtfulness and 
humility. 

Yet even our modern spiritual thought, 
expressed in Psychic News and similar 
magazines and books, can be as careless 
and dismissive as that of the churchmen 
who refused to look through Galileo’s 
telescope because “the moons of Jupiter 
cannot exist”.

Insofar as the question has been 
addressed seriously, it comes down to 
a discussion of “nonlocality”, a concept 
first expressed in quantum physics but 
only recently applied to the human mind. 
Put as simply as possible, the competing 
approaches to our question about what 
happens to consciousness at death are 
these: 

PHYSICALISM
The human being is simply a 
physical mechanism and the mind, 
or consciousness, is a function (an 
‘epiphenomenon’) of the brain.  This is 
the classical materialist view, still held by 
the majority of scientists and the many 
people who, not unreasonably, are in thrall 
to the comforts afforded by science and 
technology.

Experiments showed that 
memory is not located 

in particular areas of the 
brain but is ‘nonlocal’
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DUALISM
The mind is still seen as a brain function 
but it takes on a role of its own, perhaps 
even governing bodily functions. For 
example, what we think affects the body. 
We are most familiar with this approach 
in practices such as biofeedback and 
hypnosis.

NONLOCALITY
The neuroscientist Karl Pribram, originally 
in association with the physicist David 
Bohm, suggested a “holonomic brain 
theory” by which the brain is a kind of 
“receiving relay station”. Their experiments 
showed that memory is not located 
in particular areas of the brain but is 
“nonlocal”. 

The common misinterpretation of 
Pribram’s model by many New Age 
thinkers, sometimes called “quantum 
mysticists”, takes it to mean that the 
mind is not part of the body at all and not 
confined by our familiar four-dimensional 
space and time. 

It controls the body by downloading 
instructions from some limitlessness space 
where all minds also interconnect with one 
another. This is taken to be an explanation 
of, for example, precognition, distant 
healing and even mediumship.

Let’s now look again at our big question 
of “What happens when we die?” 

Physicalism says that the body decays 
and that’s the end of us. Logically, despite 
giving a higher role to the mind, Dualism 
says much the same. But it is the step – nay, 
the leap – up to nonlocality that is crucial 
here. This appears to suggest that once 
the body dies there is nothing to limit our 
consciousness, so the individual mind 
survives.

For most people, this is also taken to 
mean that the personality and character 
of the individual survive in – and might 
potentially be reincarnated from – some 
kind of afterlife. 

This is, I believe, careless thinking.
 There are those who “already know the 

answer” in each of the three camps, and 
each of them can offer evidence or, in the 
case of the physicalist, a lack of evidence.

Now, it is almost certain that virtually 
every reader will already have accepted 
that the mind is somehow separate from 
the brain. The key issue is whether our 
minds are linked to our brains (dualism) or 
distinct from them (nonlocality).

A few of the most significant 
phenomena of parapsychology at the 
cutting edge of this debate are, perhaps, 
mediumship, near-death experiences 
(NDEs), telepathy and distant healing. 
There is a great deal of anecdotal evidence 
yet a real lack of genuine scientific 
investigation into some of these even 
now (though credit must be given to the 
pioneering work of Robert Monroe, Dean 
Radin, Russell Targ and Stanislav Grof). 

The trouble is that those who have 
such personal experiences are often all 
too eager to jump to an early conclusion. 
Here are some possibly uncomfortable 
arguments about these phenomena, 
starting with mediumship. 

MEDIUMSHIP
Firstly, let’s be honest, there are very few 
mediums around who can offer consistent 
and strong possible evidence of survival. 
Compare the lack of such evidence with 
the billions of “departed souls” who 
presumably would like to speak with those 
left behind. 

If there is individual survival, then 
it is clearly extremely difficult for the 
discarnate mind to make contact with our 
world; it must be very nonlocal. And there 
are extremely few consistent accounts of 
what an afterlife actually looks like.

Yes, there is a wealth of personal 
client experience that a medium has 
correctly described a spirit and has given 
true information about the client’s life, 
sometimes even facts that the client did 
not consciously know. 

But then it can be argued that this could 
be a result of telepathy and clairvoyance: 
significant skills in themselves but psychic 
rather than spiritual, i.e. mind-to-mind 
communication rather than spirit-to-mind. 

Even if some facts are not known 
consciously by the client, someone in their 
life did know them, so the information 
can still be retrieved by an extension of 
telepathy.

It should equally be remembered that 
not only is the client naturally eager and in 
need of evidence – so their level of critical 
judgement may be lower than normal – 
but the medium is also filtering whatever 
impressions he or she receives through 
their own belief system: the information 
will be presented in a way consistent with a 
belief in survival, whether it actually comes 
from a departed spirit or not. This is not to 
decry mediumship, only to question what is 
actually happening.

It may be more difficult to argue 
against physical phenomena such as 
materialisation. But then we do not 
know all there is to know about energy, 
even that of the body, or about states of 
matter: even were ectoplasm genuine and 
appearing to materialise recognisably, this 
does not prove survival. The key word is 
“materialise” – it is a state of matter and 
therefore of this world.

So I hope it is understood that what I am 
saying is not to deny survival necessarily 
but to urge us all to think more carefully 
about the nature of consciousness. 

After all, the dualist might suggest 
that when the body dies there remains 
an “energetic trace” of the individual that 
persists but eventually dissolves away. 
Could a medium be accessing information 
from this? n

In Part Two of this article, in the next issue, 
Nigel Peace will examine other paranormal 
phenomena and consider alternative ways of 
thinking about them.

Nigel Peace is the author of several 
spiritual books. Spirit Revelations is his 
study of precognition and synchronicity 
(Local Legend 2010). Endorsed by Dr 
Rupert Sheldrake as “fascinating… 
pioneering research.” His website is: 
spiritrevelations.com  
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Join the International Spiritualist Federation at their next gathering
De Zwanenhof, Zenderen, Holland  

31st July – 6th August 2016
We offer International tutors and a welcoming and supportive environment to 

learn Spiritual gifts with students from all over the world. 
More details and booking online can be found on:  

www.theisf.com 
The International Spiritualist Federation, founded in 1923 offers a support 

network of regional representatives to assist, advise and promote Spiritualism 
worldwide. Our Federation offers membership to individuals, associations and 

organisations worldwide.
Do join us – full details and application form can be found on our website.
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Crystals, Candles, Tarot Cards, Salt Lamps, Worry Dolls, 
Angels, Incense, Aromatherapy Oils and much more 

Plus Reiki Healing and Events
Private Readings available with Mediums and Tarot Readers 

in store by appointment only
Hidden Gems, 8 Angel House,  

Eastgate, Whittlesey,  
nr Peterborough, Cambridgeshire  PE7 1SE  

01733 686220
hiddengemswhittlesey.co.uk

HIDDEN GEMS PRESENTS
Wednesday 13th July, 7.30pm - 9.30pm 

at The Falcon Hotel, 1 London Street, Whittlesey PE71BH
An Evening of Mediumship with  

DARREN TURNER  
Entry £5

JOURNEY INTO THE LIGHT 
(incorporating Rescue Work)

by Iris Wright
Bill and Iris Wright have been working mediums for 
30 years and during that time have had experience 

of many home circles.
Eventually, in 1996, Spirit Guides advised them that 
they were now ready to do some ‘Rescue Work in 
circle’ should they wish to do so. This was agreed 

upon by all present.
Many came through to be helped, and conversations 

with lost spirits were taped as they were helped 
over into the Light of the Spirit World. These were 
then copied down by Iris to be put in book form 

along with the medium’s own experiences.
Many different personalities came through. This 

makes interesting reading for the layperson or for 
those who wish to know more as understanding 

becomes their own.

Priced at £8.99 + £1 p&p.  
Order from:  

Iris Wright, Rainbows End, 
5 Harbour Hill Road, Poole,  

Dorset, BH15 3PX
Published by Con-Psy Publications. P.O. Box 14, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 0UF  

ISBN 9781898 680529

CONGRATULATIONS 
The winners of the March Sudoku Competition to 
win a copy of Billy Roberts’  In the Shadow of the 
Cross are:

Carol Campbell, Telford 
Trish Kirkcaldy, Exeter   
Jean Whilton, Wolverhampton
Tony Mitchell, London
 
The solution to the puzzle is: 
centre line numbers 975 384 162.

For further details visit: www.billyroberts.co.uk 

The winners of the March Quick Competition 
to win a copy of Doreen Virtue’s How to give  
an Angel Card Reading DVD  
are:

Steve Weidman, Arizona  
Alisa Jones, Essex
 John Endacott, Lincolnshire

For further details visit:  
www.hayhouse.co.uk  
or www.hayhouse.com 
or www.angeltherapy.com
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IF THE Naadi tradition really does date back to before 3102 
BC, and if some of the people of that date had these incredible 
powers of clairvoyance [PN February 2016], then surely 
we must look at those times in awe, and wonder what other 
powers the people of that period possessed. 

When my wife Jane and I recently 
visited the Ggantija megalithic temple 
complex on the Mediterranean island of 
Gozo, part of the Maltese archipelago, I 
sat on one of the large standing stones, 
immersed in the wonder of what had once 
been.

The megaliths form part of the world’s 
oldest extant, unburied, freestanding 
structure. Erected during the Neolithic 
Age (c. 3600–2500 B.C.), making them 
5,500 years old, these temples are older 
than the pyramids of Egypt and are the 
world’s second-oldest manmade religious 
structures, after Göbekli Tepe in Turkey. 

And yet, unlike my local megaliths at 
Stonehenge, you can still touch the stones 
at Ggantija and, for a moment, as I sat 
looking out across the vast landscape 
beneath the glorious blue sky, I felt 
connected to the residual energies of 
these ancient times.

In your bones, you can tell that these 
were spiritually awake times – not just 
times of savagery and hardship, but times 
when people had the space to experiment 
with “divine spiritual knowledge” through 
meditation, and I suspect also the 
hallucinogenic mushrooms that may have 
grown there when the climate was wetter. 

I had visions of rituals from the Dvapara 
Yuga era – the third epoch in the four-age 
Yuga cycle described in Hindu scriptures – 
involving fire and water under a clear night 
sky, similar perhaps to the ancient Vedic 
fire rituals of Agnihotra that have been 

used to transform energies and attract 
good fortune since the time of the Vedic 
poets, the rishis. 

A few days before, we’d also visited the 
Hagar Qim and Mnajdra temples atop a hill 
on the southern edge of Malta, on a ridge 
capped in soft globigerina limestone. The 
temples stand on what is now stark, soft-
leaved scrubland, but may once have been 
a far lusher environment. 

From our visit to the 500,000-year-old 
Ghar Dalam cave earlier that day, and 
the adjoining museum full of fossil bones 
of dwarf elephants, hippopotami, micro-
mammals and birds, we saw that this area 
had been very different in ancient times, 
and had been populated by humans for 
10,000 years. 

MESSAGES FROM THE UNIVERSE

ANCIENT ORACLES 
AND PREHISTORIC 

TEMPLES
CRAIG HAMILTON-PARKER believes we have much to learn  

from a Golden Age of spirituality

Above: the Southern Wall of Hagar Quim  
(Photo: ERWEH)
Below: Ggantija Temple on Gozo  
(Photo: Hamelin de Guettelet)
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Perhaps this place, and the Naadi 
oracles, too, were part of the “mother 
culture” from which the archaeologist 
Graham Hancock believes all ancient 
historical civilizations sprang. If the 
Naadi writers of India had insight into 
past, present and future, these people 
too must have shared similar knowledge, 
particularly of astrology. 

At the Mnajdra temple, there is 
evidence of astrological alignment with 
equinoctial sunrises, and square holes in 
the stones allow the sunlight to mark the 
position of the rising sun on the first day 
of spring and autumn (the equinoxes) and 
the first day of summer and winter (the 
solstices). 

Why was it that, in the times before Kali 
Yuga, people expended so much time and 
resources to know about the equinoxes, 
solstices, and the positions of the moon, 
sun, and planets? I can understand that it 
would be very useful to know the seasons 
for planning crops, predicting animal 
migrations, foreseeing annual floods, or 

seasonal activities, and that someone who 
knew the exact timing of an eclipse would 
have tremendous power over people’s 
imaginations. 

But did the ancients discover something 
real in astrology that was far more potent 
than anything we have ever imagined? 

If an ancient seer could look thousands 
of years ahead, identify my thumbprint and 
name, and describe with pinpoint accuracy 
the story of my life, then what other things 
could the magicians and astrologers of 
these times have seen? 

Just as the Naadis offered remedies 
in the form of rituals for my personal 
troubles, so also these temples, I believe, 
were designed for ritualistic remedies to 
mitigate the troubles of their age, and they 
may also have the power to help our times, 
too. 

Echoes of our fall from the Golden Ages 
of spirituality reverberate in myths such 
as the Biblical story of the fall from the 
garden of Eden. According to the maverick 
archaeologist Graham Hancock, there 
existed a civilization in the distant past 
that was wiped out 12,800 years ago when 
the glaciers of Antarctica were hit by a 
fractured comet. 

The resulting floods washed away these 
civilizations and their unique knowledge. 
Could it be that these civilizations knew 
things about astrology that we can hardly 
imagine?

When I was a young man, touring 
Europe with no money and a rucksack on 
my back, I visited the Parthenon in Athens, 
with a whole day to spare, and was able to 
sit and meditate for a number of hours in 
a relatively quiet spot in the ruins. (Today, 
of course, the place is swarming with 
tourists.) 

In my meditations, I soaked up the 
atmosphere and tried to attune myself to 

the vibrations of the place. The Parthenon 
is the 2,500-year-old apotheosis of ancient 
Greek architecture, but it was also a 
spiritually-charged place which, I strongly 
felt, had a connection with Indian lunar 
astrology and was oriented according to 
the heliacal rising of Venus. 

This could be just my own fantasy, 
of course, since there is no evidence to 
support this notion, but it’s out there 
now, and maybe someone would like 
to investigate this idea. Historians say 
that the Athenians set the Parthenon’s 
orientation without any calculation by 
looking at the position of the sun as it rose 
behind the mountains on the day of the 
foundation of the temple. 

But I feel that the building has a special 
significance that is yet to be discovered. I 
had a similar feeling when, more recently, 
Jane and I visited the Valley of the Temples 
in Agrigento, Sicily.

The Greeks were certainly in contact 
with ancient India, and this link with 
the West was most firmly established 
when Alexander the Great marched the 
Macedonian army to an unsuccessful 
invasion of India. He brought back with him 
the yogi Kalyana (called “Kalanos” by the 
Greeks.) 

On a pre-stated day, at Susa in Persia, 
Kalanos gave up his aged body by entering 
into an open pyre in the presence of the 
amazed Macedonian army. He had no 
fear of pain or death. Kalanos embraced 
his close friends before leaving for his 
cremation but apparently shunned 
Alexander, to whom he simply remarked: “I 
shall see you later in Babylon.” 

A year later, Alexander left Persia 
and died in Babylon. The Indian guru’s 
prophecy was his way of saying that he 
would be with Alexander in this life and the 
next.

ANCIENT ORACLES 
AND PREHISTORIC 

TEMPLES
CRAIG HAMILTON-PARKER believes we have much to learn  

from a Golden Age of spirituality

Just as the Naadis offered 
remedies in the form of rituals 

for my personal troubles, so also 
these temples, I believe, were 

designed for ritualistic remedies 
to mitigate the troubles of their 
age, and they may also have the 

power to help our times, too

Juvenile African bush elephant skeleton at the Ghar Dalam cave museum 
(Photo: Jean-Christophe Benoist)
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There are other ancient oracles 
who exhibited superhuman intuition 
and astrological knowledge from great 
antiquity. Legends about the I Ching oracle 
from China claim that it was designed 
by the first emperor, Fu Xi, who is said to 
have had a miraculous birth as a divine 
being with a serpent’s body, and lived in 
the twenty-ninth century B.C. I am struck 
how the knowledge of the I Ching is, like 
that of the Naadi, a “received” knowledge, 
which was discovered through intuition, 
spirit communication, observing nature 
and looking to the “symbols hanging down 
from Heaven.” 

I have worked with the I Ching 
throughout my life, and I know that it can 
give startling insights in my life, and is a 
means of understanding and influencing 
future events.

We find other references to the same 
lost knowledge in Indian astrology. The 
earliest treatise on Jyotish (also known as 
Vedic) astrology is the Bhrigu Samhita. The 
sage Bhrigu is one of the saptarishi, the 
seven sages who assisted in the creation 
of the universe. Written on pages of tree 
bark, the Samhita (“compilation”) is said to 
contain five million horoscopes, comprising 
all who have lived in the past or will live in 
the future. 

My guess is that the ancient sages had 
omnipresent consciousness, which could 
see the future of individuals and mankind, 
and they coded these insights into ancient 
astrology so that we could find remedies 

to help us counter evil. Modern astrology 
has lost most of this knowledge, but there 
remain traces of these omniscient insights 
in the Naadis.

Just before the beginning of the Kali 
Yuga, the fourth and final age in Hindu 
scriptures, and around the time of the 
building of the temples I was looking at in 
Malta, the sage Markandeya recorded a 
conversation he had with the god Vishnu. 

In the Mahabharata texts, it is recorded 
that Vishnu spoke of a time during the 
darkest period of the Kali Yuga when 
human values would deteriorate, violence 
and injustice would be widespread, 
falsehood would triumph over truth, and 
oppression and crime would be prevalent. 

Vishnu told us not to worry, for during 
these dark times he would take a human 
birth and help the world to a brighter 
future. The coming of this great redeemer 
of the world is also predicted in many holy 
books, including the book of Revelation, 
the prophecies of Nostradamus, and the 
ancient Persian manuscript of the prophet 
Zoroaster. 

The Shuka Naadi Granthi leaves also 
containing detailed prophecies of the 
incarnation of the Kalki avatar, the tenth 
and final avatar of the god Vishnu, written 
on hundreds of palm leaf manuscripts 
by the sage Shuka over 5,000 years 
ago. Sathya Sai Baba may be the avatar 
mentioned in these prophecies, and this is 
a subject to which I will be returning. n

The Parthenon is the 2,500-year-old 
apotheosis of ancient Greek architecture, but 
it was also a spiritually-charged place which, 
I strongly felt, had a connection with Indian 

lunar astrology and was oriented according to 
the heliacal rising of Venus

This abridged extract 
is taken from Craig 
Hamilton-Parker’s 
new book, Messages 
from the Universe: 
Seeking the Secrets 
of Destiny (available 
from Amazon or at: 
psychics.co.uk/shop).
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WHEN MY wife Belinda and I bought a house 
together 15 years ago we designated one room for 
spiritual work. It was easily blacked out, so could 
be used as a séance room as well as for healing and 
private readings, which are part of Belinda’s work. 

We started sitting together for physical 
mediumship twice a week and never 
miss a session (see “Rare, dangerous and 
misunderstood”, PN June 2016). 

It has been said that when sitting for 
physical phenomena you have to keep it 
separate from other forms of mediumship. 
I agree, up to a certain point. For example, 
you should not include clairvoyance when 
sitting for physical phenomena. 

But I do not agree 
with those who say that 
sitters should sit for the 
development of only one 
person. In our circle everyone 
present benefits. 

By sitting twice a week, 
the very real power of Spirit 
is built up. Glyn Edwards, 
who was a very good tutor, 
built his whole teaching 
method on sitting in the 
power, as his many students 
will attest. 

Everyone who has ever sat 
in our circle has benefited, 
whether from healing, improvement of 
clairvoyance or just the feeling of love from 
the spirit world, which is palpable. 

My circle leader is also my wife. Belinda 
and I were married at Stourbridge church 

by Eric Hatton and what an 
honour it was to have one 
of the giants of Spiritualism 
perform what must have 
been nearly his last official 
act. 

A circle leader is critical 
in determining the direction 
in which the circle is going. 
I know of one circle in 

which a little 
spirit child 
went around 
undoing 
shoelaces and 
in another a perfectly good 
chair was trashed. What was 
the point? It was mindless. 

If a circle is satisfied with 
that level of phenomena, 
that is what it will get. So 
the intention of the circle is 
all-important and that starts 

with the circle leader and 
extends to all its members. 
The physical medium is only 

one cog in the wheel.
Our circle has always produced light 

phenomena, right from the beginning. You 
have no choice in this; the spirit helpers 
will do what they feel is right for you. It is 

a relatively light energy. Unfortunately, I 
did not start to develop until fairly late in 
life, so my physical energy is not as strong 
as it was. 

Initially, it was just flashes of light. 
These have progressed so that the whole 
ceiling in the séance room can be filled with 
light. Now we are getting faces building up 
and our doorkeeper, who has a magnificent 
headdress, is gradually becoming stronger. 
We hope these images will become clearer. 
As yet, I am truly very second class but 
hope one day… who knows?

What do I experience during a sitting? I 
have never seen any phenomena and have 
to rely completely on what I am told by the 

UNDERSTANDING  
PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP

FREDDIE GIDDINGS offers further insights and advice  
to those embarking on the development of rare  

séance room phenomena

PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP

Freddie Giddings with his wife and circle member, Belinda, on 
their wedding day. They were married by Eric Hatton (centre)

Glyn Edwards



other members for my knowledge of our 
development. I am not unconscious, much 
to my regret, for it would be so much easier 
if they would just take me out – but I am in 
an altered state of consciousness. My eyes 
are closed and I just cannot open them. 

I can, however, tell when something is 
happening for I go into a purple light and 
if the energies are strong I feel as though I 
have been plugged into an electric socket 
with the power turned on. For me this is 
very pleasant. The spirit team used to try 
pulling me back – it felt as though falling 
from a great height  – but I didn’t like it so 
fought against it. 

Like any other physical circle we have 
had blanks. This is when nothing appears 
to be happening. We do not know how 
difficult it is for our spirit helpers and 
there are many reasons the circle can 
be affected: the weather conditions for 
example. Cold, dry and crisp are good for 
physical mediumship. The health or mood 
of the medium and sitters also affects 
results. 

Stewart Alexander explains this in a 
very elegant analogy. He likens a séance to 
a key turning in a lock. When the right key 
is fitted the lock turns easily, the door is 
opened and the phenomena begin.

For many years it was just Belinda 
and I sitting. Who would want to join a 
circle with just a few raps and taps? We 
were very excited when Nick McGlynn 
expressed an interest in joining us. We 
knew he used to sit with Colin Fry. He 
had a very good knowledge of physical 
mediumship and seemed ideal. We both 
liked him a lot.

Nick was with us for over two years, but 
he had very definite views on how a circle 
should be run. As I stated earlier, every 
circle is different and as disharmony was 
creeping in we had to part  company. But 
we remained friends and visited him in a 
hospice two days before he died.

Four years ago, Ian Weston joined our 
circle. He wanted to learn about physical 
mediumship and planned to stay for a 

month. This turned into three-and-a-half 
years and his brother Steve, a healer, also 
joined us. Ian is a power house and will one 
day become a very good physical medium. 
His family is steeped in Spiritualism.

The circle now had the extra power and 
we had some very good experiences, one of 
which really stands out. Their mother had 
recently passed to Spirit and it was during 
the playing of Jerusalem, her favourite 
hymn, that her face became visible. 

Everybody present except for me saw 
it and a tremendous sense of love was felt 
by all. It was a very emotional moment and, 
at the end, when I came out of my altered 
state, there were tears pouring down my 
face and I did not know why. 

Unfortunately, Ian’s wife’s health 
deteriorated and they moved to a 
bungalow near Cambridge, which meant 
it was much too far to come to our 
circle. Steve, of course, followed and we 
miss them both, not just for the power 
they brought in, but because we got to 
know and like them as very committed 
Spiritualists. 

However, the purpose of Ian’s coming 
to our circle had been served and I believe 
he has set up his own circle, which is as 
it should be. He did tell us that his time 
with us had been invaluable, which is very 
gratifying.

People always ask why 
physical mediumship is 
so rare. Alan Crossley, 
who was one of the 
greatest authorities on 
the subject, maintained 
that only one person 
in 50,000 has the right 
physiology to develop 
physical mediumship. If 
he is right – and I wouldn’t 
dream of arguing with 
him – that means, 
assuming my shaky maths 
are right, that in the UK’s 
population of 65 million 
there are at any one time 
1,300 individuals capable 
of developing it. 

At first glance that 
may seem a lot, but how 
many of those have any 
awareness of Spirit? And 
of those who do, how 
many have the time and 
commitment to develop 
– a commitment that 
always takes a long time? 
However, the spirit world 
is always looking for 
workers, so they will find 
ways to make a potential 
physical medium aware of 

his or her abilities.
In conclusion, I would like to 

acknowledge the role of my wife, Belinda, 
who has sat with me unstintingly for the 
last 15 years. Many times I would have 
given up if it were not for her faith in Spirit. 
She has been involved in the Movement for 
nearly 35 years and I always defer to her 
superior experience. 

She is an ordained minister in America 
where she took the Morris Pratt Institute’s 
course in mediumship, which took six years 
to complete. Any success we have had is 
equally due to her spirituality which, in 
turn, has set the direction the circle has 
taken.

I hope this article leads others to form 
their own circles. The spirit world will 
always encourage you at the start of what 
is a fascinating journey. The final words 
come fittingly from Taking Up The Challenge, 
the very informative autobiography of 
“Mr Spiritualism”, Eric Hatton. Here he is 
talking about his experience of sitting with 
materialisation medium Alex Harris:

“After the spirit child had left us, there 
followed what was without doubt the 
most moving and extraordinary part of 
the séance. One by one, spirit friends 
materialised and greeted their loved ones 
who were present in the séance room. It 
was the greatest privilege to bear silent 

witness to the joyful 
embrace of loved ones 
reunited, each sitter 
clearly recognising their 
own relative or friend and 
having not the slightest 
doubt as to their identity.

“The impact of this 
on Heather [Eric’s 
wife] and myself was 
tremendous, to the point 
of bewilderment. Such 
profoundly touching 
reunions were almost 
beyond belief, yet they 
happened, providing 
healing balm to the souls 
of those who had loved 
and lost and found again.”

At its finest, this 
is what physical 
mediumship is about. All 
mediumship serves to 
demonstrate the survival 
of so-called death but 
physical mediumship, at 
its best, does so more 
powerfully than others. I 
know of no finer or more 
dramatic example than 
this. n
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And of those who  
have an awareness 
of Spirit, how many 
have the time and 

commitment to develop 
– a commitment that 

always takes a long time?

PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP

Above: physical medium Alec Harris
Below: Researcher Alan Crossley
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PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP has always been surrounded by controversy and perhaps for good reason. 
There is no other form of mediumship that requires such stringent procedures to be adhered to by 
sitters and researchers alike.

However, I am fortunate to have attended a number of 
demonstrations of physical mediumship over a period of some 
years and always approach such a séance with two criteria:

1. Are the phenomena clearly separate from the medium?
2. Do the phenomena reasonably suggest survival of consciousness?

In the majority of cases the phenomena I have witnessed would, 
in my opinion, satisfy the first criterion. I have witnessed and 
experienced a great deal of physical phenomena in total darkness 
and in dim but often adequate lighting – sufficient to suggest 
the phenomena are separate from the conscious and intentional 
actions of the medium. 

However, I’ve yet to experience a demonstration that I feel, 
under scrutiny, would satisfy the second criterion. But a few weeks 
ago I had high hopes, as I was fortunate to be attending a séance 
with physical medium Gary Mannion. 

Now, I had heard both good and not-so-good things about 
Gary’s séances but, nevertheless, I never turn down an 
opportunity to experience such phenomena and went along with 
an open and hopeful mind.

The séance briefing started at 7.30pm and it took a full hour to 
inspect the room, each sitter, the medium and then get everyone 
seated for the demonstration. At 8.30pm the lights went out and 
the circle leader opened the evening with a prayer.

Gary, wearing a thick one-piece black fleece garment over 

Levitating trumpets  
and  

a materialisation
But CHRIS CONNELLY asks: where was the proof of Survival?

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
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a black t-shirt, was seated in a portable toilet camping tent 
with all the sitters sat around in a circular fashion. I counted 28 
sitters, including myself, the circle leader and a young man whose 
function was to control the music for the evening. 

In the centre of the room, approximately five feet in front of 
the tent, were two séance trumpets (both with luminous strips), a 
small circular table and a few toys. With the light off I noticed that 
the luminous strips were giving off a lot of light, indicating they 
had been charged by light sources for some time – though that 
didn’t occur to me as being strange at the time.

Gary was cable-tied to the chair he was sitting in at both the 
wrists and ankles. Before the circle leader had even finished 
saying the opening prayer noises resembling thrusting and other 
violent movements could be heard within the tent. I remember 
thinking to myself it sounded like Gary was being thrown around 
inside. 

The music player was started to provide background music and 
the sitters started to sing along.

After not too long (what appeared to be a matter of minutes) 
the singing was broken by the sight of the two trumpets levitating 
and moving about the room. It was at this point I noticed 
something seriously amiss with the séance.

As the trumpets moved about the room, I noticed that 
occasionally the luminous strips would disappear from view as if 
an obstacle was in the way, thus blocking my view. Also, I noticed 
the strange hesitant way in which the trumpets came close to the 
sitters, as if the luminosity of the strip was being used to assist 
whatever was controlling the trumpets to get their bearings 
within the room. 

In other séances I’ve attended, I witnessed the trumpets 
travelling at high speed around the heads of all the sitters, 
avoiding the varying heights of the sitters with ease. Here, it 
seemed a little strange that the trumpets seemed not to know the 
location of each sitter and instead edged cautiously forward and 
around the room.

A short while later, the trumpets returned to the centre of the 
room. One appeared to be placed on top of the small table and 
the other on the floor next to it, in a straight line with the tent’s 
entrance.

Then, again, I noticed occasionally the luminous strips on the 
trumpets would disappear but this time the strip on the trumpet 
on the floor would disappear first, then the strip on the trumpet 
on the table would disappear, whilst the strip on the floor trumpet 
would become visible again (and vice versa). I felt I was witnessing 
an object or person moving around the room in the dark.

Another phenomenon that occurred was the apparent full 
materialisation of a spirit entity. The supposedly materialised 

form moved around, holding two golf balls which had been coated 
in luminous paint to produce a small amount of light. 

This illumination was used to allow the sitters to see the 
physicality of the materialisation. We observed the entity was 
not very tall (neither is Gary), had small hands with narrow, long 
fingers (so does Gary). The entity appeared thin in build (thinner 
than Gary), but I was conscious of the fact that under low light 
levels a weak localised light source will illuminate only the closest 
features. In the same way, a torch held under the chin in darkness 
illuminates only partial features of the face.

The séance at one point made use of the red light apparently 
to show ectoplasm emanating from Gary. In total there were 
four instances where the red light was switched on for a period 
of 10 seconds, but only once did I witness the alleged ectoplasm. 
It looked like a white handkerchief with one corner held inside 
Gary’s mouth.

At one point, a sitter (who was probably as suspicious as I was) 
asked if it would be possible for some evidence of survival to be 
given to a sitter in the room. The alleged spirit control (who spoke 
with an Irish accent) responded by saying they would try. 

Shortly after, the trumpet lifted and what could only be 
described as a crude attempt to imitate the direct voice 
phenomenon could be heard through the trumpet, as the words 
spoken were unclear and there was an echo. No one was able to 
accept the alleged evidence given.

Eventually, the séance ended and I was left contemplating what 
I had witnessed and found I had so many questions:

1. Why did the luminous strips disappear? 
2. Who or what was moving about the room?
3. Why did the trumpets move about the room hesitantly?
4. Why did the materialised form have features similar to Gary’s?
5. Why was there no evidence of life after death? 

We must remember the phenomena produced within physical 
séances is a method by which evidence of Survival is given. The 
phenomena in themselves are not evidence of Survival.

Due to the number of questions this demonstration raised, I 
can only conclude that this séance did not satisfy either of the 
criteria that I use to judge physical mediumship. 

As such, the demonstration of physical mediumship by Gary 
Mannion was in my judgment inconclusive. n

In total there were four instances where 
the red light was switched on for a period 
of 10 seconds, but only once did I witness 

the alleged ectoplasm. It looked like a white 
handkerchief with one corner held inside 

Gary’s mouth

Gary Mannion
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WE CAN MAKE 
THINGS CHANGE

By DAVID HOPKINS

SPIRITUALIST VIEWPOINT

THE GAP between my writing this article and its appearing in print means that, whilst for 
me one of the most important votes this century in the UK is still weeks away, you will 
know the result by the time Psychic News is published. 

The result will directly and perhaps 
rapidly affect UK residents and its effect 
will be felt by people across Europe and 
further afield. Too late for me to try to 
influence your vote! 

Those who have read my articles before 
won’t be surprised to learn that I am a 
left-of-centre socialist and committed to 
inclusivity. Nor will it surprise you to learn 
that I consider us to be “holistic” beings 
rather than compartmentalised. 

My religion, my background, my politics, 
my goals, my ambitions, my dreams … all 
are intertwined. So I know that what I 
believe, how I think, how I vote, all these 
are right – for me. 

Being a Spiritualist socialist seems the 
obvious and natural way, but experience 
has shown me that Spiritualism does not 
lead everyone to the same conclusions as 
mine – and isn’t that fortunate? I’m not self-
opinionated enough to think that what is 
right for me would necessarily be the best 
way for all others. 

Generally, UK Spiritualists accept 
the Seven Principles as the basis of their 
personal religious philosophy. For many 
years, there was an additional sentence 
that provided “liberty of interpretation”. 
That sentence was removed as the 
result of a legal judgment (not involving 
Spiritualism) that it was thought would 
affect our charitable status. A much more 
recent judgment makes it clear that “liberty 
of interpretation” does not affect our status 
as a religion.

Spiritualism is based on “freedom of 
choice”. I decide what is right and best for 

me, not because a dusty tome, an ancient 
prophet or some “authority figure” who 
takes it upon himself (almost inevitably 
male!) to dictate what I should think, how I 
ought to react and behave, or what I must 
believe. What arrogance! 

Yet that continues to be the case 
for millions of people, holding sway 
only because people allow their lives to be 
influenced in this way. 

One of the most powerful words in our 
language is that simple two-letter word 
“No”. If only it were used more frequently. 
It isn’t even that we may say “Yes” but that 
often we don’t say anything at all – and 
then acceptance is assumed. This happens 
in all societies, organisations and walks of 
life. 

It’s easier to “go along with things” than 
stand up and be the “awkward” one who 
challenges those who have (or think they 
have) power.

We can bring it very close to home when 
we think of the interactions we witness 
during demonstrations of mediumistic 
ability. How many people respond with 
a “No, I don’t understand”, rather than a 
non-committal “Yes, friend” response? 
Accept simplicity and the mundane and 
that is what you will get; challenge medium 
and spirit communicators to obtain more 
information and the level of evidence 
immediately improves. 

If friends from the spirit world can be 
bothered to communicate, surely they 
want to make that contact meaningful, not 
just offer generalisations and vagueness? 
Do we think they have become less 

So much of value has 
been shared with

us by our spirit friends 
over decades or, 

indeed, over centuries. 
Wise men and women 

have lifted their 
consciousness and 

their spirits to receive 
concepts that have 

improved the lives of 
humankind
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intelligent or purposeful because they have 
died and moved on? 

It takes time, effort and a reason 
for them to seek to link with us. Credit 
them with purpose if nothing else. If we 
are prepared to accept the mundane, 
where is the challenge to give us real 
communication and true communion? 
The link between someone living in a 
non-physical environment and one still 
in a physical situation can produce great 
results and involve the passing on of 
important and profound teaching, wisdom 
and spirituality as well as information. 
Many of you, like me, will have witnessed 
such communication; can you, hand on 
heart, say that it is always like that?

So much of value has been shared with 
us by our spirit friends over decades or, 
indeed, over centuries. Wise men and 
women have lifted their consciousness and 
their spirits to receive concepts that have 
improved the lives of humankind. 

Through mediumship, personal or via 
a third party, the understanding gleaned 
over millennia can be made available to 
us. However, I suggest that it will not be 
handed to us on a plate; we will have to 
seek it, ask for it, work for it and show 
ourselves worthy of it. 

Not everyone wants complexity; for 
some, simplicity is enough, for now. I 
have no quarrel with that. Don’t assume 
that all mediums can and should deal 
with all levels. There are differences 
between primary teachers and university 
lecturers, between a general practitioner 
and a consultant, between those at 
different levels of experience, ability and 
understanding in any activity. That does 
not mean that anyone is less or more 
important; just that they have differing 
specialities. 

You don’t gain your Master’s Degree 
without having learned the basics; the 
university lecturer would have a very 
limited role, however great his or her 
knowledge, without the initial skill of the 
primary teacher. “Horses for courses” 
perhaps? 

Spiritualism is there for people to take 
what they need, when they need it. That, 
however, should not be the “get out” clause 
that produces the lowest common multiple 
rather than the highest common factor. 
Our “product” can and should encompass a 
wide range of approaches and responses.

My experience has shown me that 
Spiritualism can satisfy the needs of a 
very wide range of individuals. It can offer 
evidence of personal survival after death – 
an enormously important issue for many. 

It can open a door to a better way of 
living or a more profound understanding of 
the meaning and purpose of life: our own, 
that of humankind, that of other forms of 
life with which we share this world and 
indeed of life in general. 

Having opened a door, it can help us 
through the door into places we never 
imagined, to vistas we never dreamed 
existed. Spiritualism can, if we so wish, 
change our lives in a small or great way. 
How we respond to its “message” depends 
on what we consider that message to be 
and how we interpret what we think it is.

So … did you vote in the EU referendum? 
I do hope so, however you voted. 

Judging by most elections, if 70 per cent 
of the people entitled to vote actually said 
“In” or “Out” that would be a good result, 
even though it means that almost one in 
three did not express their opinion. 

I don’t like compulsion but I see that 
having to take responsibility has a degree 
of merit. You can’t keep on being undecided 

or a “don’t know”. Life is about considering 
options and coming to conclusions. 

Of course, you won’t always get it 
right; you might even be wrong more 
often than you are right but “leaving it 
to someone else” does not fit with my 
view of Personal Responsibility, one 
of Spiritualism’s Principles. Having the 
courage of our convictions, whatever they 
might be, whilst always recognising our 
own infallibility, is a measure of growth, 
strength and understanding. That old 
saying “Stand up and be counted” comes 
to mind.

Spiritualism is based on wisdom from 
the past, modulated by current experience 
to lead to a more spiritual future. What is 
needed is a far greater degree of passion in 
how we pursue and present our ideology, 
at an individual and organisational level.

You may remember a TV programme 
that told us that “we have the technology 
– we can rebuild”. I suggest we amend that 
to “we have access to the knowledge – we 
can change the world”. 

Spiritualism can bring greatness – if 
we truly believe it, act accordingly and 
stand firm. The future offers challenge and 
opportunity, both of which we relish. As 
Spiritualists, we have the knowledge, the 
strength and the understanding – we can 
make the difference. n                                                                                                                 

David Hopkins is a 
Spiritualists’ National 
Union minister, author 
and broadcaster.   
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Religious organisations  
unite for  

afterlife conference
A UNIQUE conference that examined the philosophical aspects of psychical research and the 
question of survival after death attracted 70 participants in May, reports David Taylor.

The Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies, 
the Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies 
and the Churches’ Fellowship for Psychical 
& Spiritual Studies came together in 
Malvern, Worcestershire, for the first of 
possibly more conferences that raised 
important questions about life after death.

First speaker of the day was Rev 
Feargus O’Connor, Unitarian minister 
from Golders Green, London. In his talk 
entitled “Grounds for the belief in Life after 
Death”, Feargus 
examined the 
philosophical 
origins for such 
a belief and 
considered the 
question from 
the perspectives 
of theology, 
philosophy, 
science, 
psychical 
research 
and personal 
experience.

He 
emphasised 
that the question 
can’t be evaded, 
as we will all 
experience death, so it makes sense to 
look at what grounds we have for belief. 

Feargus went through, in turn, the 
many popular counter arguments to 
Survival, including the “argument from 
silence”, often stated confidently as 
“nobody has ever come back to tell us”, 
and “the broken lyre argument” from 
the ancient Greek philosophers who 
debated that if the strings of a lyre 
broke, did the music that had just been 
played continue to exist, or not?

After lunch, the second speaker of the 
day, Dr Roger Straughan, asked “How 
on Earth can we study the afterlife?”. 

He pointed out that the scientific 

criticism of the afterlife, based on the 
view that we “can’t be certain about the 
evidence”, is undermined by the fact that 
if we’re being truly scientific we cannot 
be 100 per cent certain about anything. 

Roger pointed out that all we can look 
for in anything is “reasonable probability”. 
On these grounds he considered that 
accounts of near-death experiences and 
also the best cases of communications 
from mediums could be considered as 

giving good 
evidence 
suggestive of 
reasonable 
probability. 

The day 
ended with 
a panel 
discussion, with 
Rev Feargus 
O’Connor, 
Dr Roger 
Straughan, 
Dr Mark Fox, 
Davina Thomas 
(CFPSS), Angela 
Howard (QFAS) 
and David 
Taylor (USPS).

Many of 
those attending stated that they had 
experienced criticism and marginalisation 
for their interest in psychical studies 
from within their own religious 
organisations, and some felt they had 
been unfairly judged by people who had 
no knowledge of the subject at all.

The conference ended on a more 
up-beat note as the discussion turned 
to new paradigms that were needed 
for groups to work together, letting the 
general public know of the results of so 
many years of psychical research. n

David Taylor is Secretary of the Unitarian 
Society for Psychical Studies

Unitarian minister 
Feargus O’Connor 

examined the 
philosophical origins 
of belief in life after 

death and considered 
the question from 

the perspectives of 
theology, philosophy, 

science, psychical 
research and personal 

experience

Dr Roger Straughan (left) and Rev Feargus O’Connor take a 
break during the Malvern conference (Photo: David Taylor)
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THERE IS, it transpires, far more to Russell Grant’s psychic abilities than 
indicated in our profile of the colourful astrologer (PN June 2016). We 
reported that the celebrity expert on birth signs and celestial charts first 
made a name for himself as a boy medium (pictured right) whose abilities 
made headlines in Psychic News in the mid-1960s.

Our interview with him then moved 
swiftly on to his impressive development 
as an astrologer, as well as a parallel career 
on the stage and as a media personality, 
most recently on Strictly Come Dancing.

If that gave the impression that his 
psychic abilities vanished after puberty, 
nothing could be further from the truth. 
And who better to provide the evidence 
than our very own chief reporter Kay 
Hunter?

 Kay lives in a very old property in 
Suffolk and famous medium Doris Stokes 
was one of its many visitors over the years. 
During that visit, Doris described seeing 
the spirit of a former resident and gave 
his name. Subsequent research proved 
that a man with that name had lived in the 
cottage many years earlier.

The spirit of someone else connected 
with the building put in an appearance 
when  Russell took part in a psychic 
weekend in Suffolk, together with various 
mediums. Kay Hunter had previously 

interviewed Russell for Psychic News 
and accepted his offer to draw up her 
horoscope. So, during the visit to Suffolk, 
he was invited to Kay’s home.

It had been a long day and Russell was 
one of four people sitting in front of the 
inglenook fireplace.

Suddenly, Kay recalls, Russell said, 
“There’s a woman here. She was a cook. 
Her name is Alice Winter.”

He fell silent for a while then began 
speaking in disjointed sentences in a voice 
that was not his own.

“I’m the best cook from Clare to 
Woodbridge,” he declared in a perfect local 
dialect. “My sister’s next the church at 
Dunwich … sister, be happy… We’re near 
Saxmundham … get thee there and be 
happy… I came here and helped with the 
cooking.”

There was more, and then Russell 
fell silent for a while before his own 
personality returned. He could remember 
nothing of what had been said and could 

not believe it. But then Alice resumed 
control again:

“Mr Roger de Courcy’s coming soon. I 
do everything for him. He meets the people 
who come here. James Frobisher; Mr 
Frobisher … killed mother as a witch. I heal 
with herbs.

“People come from Wingfield…. Poles 
from Wingfield. Coming to the fair. I cook 
for all the proper people when they come.”

Recalling the extraordinary experience, 
Kay comments that Russell had never 
previously been to Suffolk and had not 
heard of the names mentioned. He could 
have had no idea that the ancient de la Pole 
family were important in that rural village 
and that Michael de la Pole built Wingfield 
Castle.

“Trance mediumship?” Kay wrote 
when she first told this story (PN 20 & 27 
December 2003). “Yes, I had the evidence, 
was convinced that it could be genuine, 
and that conviction came from a most 
unlikely source.” n

STRICTLY COME 
TRANCING?

Another aspect of Russell Grant’s  
psychic abilities revealed

Russell fell silent for 
a while then began 

speaking in disjointed 
sentences in a voice 
that was not his own

RUSSELL GRANT
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Georgiana Houghton: ahead of her time

IT’S NOT every day that you see psychic art being advertised on 
large London Underground posters, but that’s what’s happening 
with the Courtauld Gallery exhibition of Georgiana Houghton’s 
“Spirit Drawings”.

It forms part of the Gallery’s Summer Showcase programme 
and has been organised in collaboration with Monash University 
of Art, Melbourne, Australia.

By a happy coincidence, I saw one of the posters as I was on my 
way to a press briefing on the 19th-century Spiritualist medium. 

In attendance were “the world’s top experts” on Houghton, who 
are the exhibition’s co-curators: Barnaby Wright, the Courtauld 
Institute of Art’s curator of 20th century art, Simon Grant, writer 
and art historian, Lars Bang Larsen, art historian, independent 
curator and writer based in Copenhagen, and Marco Pasi, 
associate professor in History of Hermetic Philosophy and Related 
Currents at the University of Amsterdam.

The previous evening I’d attended Pasi’s fascinating lecture 
about Houghton at University College London, entitled 
“Mediumistic art and the problems of interpretation”. He proved 
to have an extensive knowledge of Spiritualism and of psychic art, 
which is not so surprising given his involvement in the study of art 
and esotericism (or the occult).

He is also author of Aleister Crowley and the Temptation of 
Politics.

Pasi touched on the various psychological influences that may 
be involved in Houghton’s spirit drawings but concluded that 
psychology alone could not explain how creativity works.

Houghton strongly believed that long dead artists were among 

those spirits who influenced her work (PN June 2016). But 
Emanuel Swedenborg, the 18th-century scientist and philosopher, 
is also somehow involved, although that’s a story that will not be 
told until next year, Pasi added.

He and the other exhibition co-curators clearly have the 
greatest admiration for Houghton, and I could see why when 
I viewed each of the 20 paintings on view and the inscriptions 
written on the reverse of each – three are displayed so that both 
sides can be viewed. 

It’s not surprising that these works of art are considered by 
art historians as “not belonging to the period in which they were 
produced”, being abstracts well in advance of such pioneers as 
Kandinsky and Mondrian, and even many years before medium 
Hilma af Klint created her masterpieces (PN April 2016).

What most astonished me was the detailed brush work, with 
thin white lines which, on closer examination, are seen to consist 
of the tiniest dots of paint. Those who witnessed her creating 
these paintings, up to 150 years ago, testified that her hand was 
apparently controlled by the spirits and she would carry on a 
conversation with her visitors while producing these intricate 
symbolic depictions of the afterlife.

I particularly enjoyed the observation of the News of the World’s 
art critic in 1871 on viewing The Glory of the Lord when Houghton 
exhibited 150 of her paintings in a London gallery. He or she 
likened “the brilliancy and harmony of the tints” as like “a canvas 
of Turner’s, over which troops of fairies have been meandering, 
dropping jewels as they went”. 

“Spirit Drawings” can be viewed at the Courtauld Gallery until 
11 September.

“The Risen Lord” 1864 (Credit: MUMA Monash 
University Museum of Modern Art)

The exhibition’s co-curators (from left): Marco Pasi, Lars Bang 
Larsen, Simon Grant and Barnaby Wright (Photo: Roy Stemman)
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Unariuns are out of this world

IT WAS great fun to catch up with a colourful organisation in 
recent weeks that I first learned about in the 1970s. The Unarius 
Academy of Science was formed in 1954 when Ernest L Norman 
met his future wife, Ruth, at a Spiritualist convention in America.

Ernest was already established as a channeller who believed 
his communications came from extraterrestrials as well as famous 
humans from the past. Together with 
Ruth Norman he set up an educational 
foundation “to provide a higher spiritual 
understanding of life for the betterment of 
humankind”. 

They firmly believed that the “Space 
Brothers” would make a spectacular visit 
to Earth in UFOs, but these predicted 
visitations never materialised. One excuse, 
put forward by Ruth, was that she had 
done something bad in a past life that had 
affected the accuracy of the prediction.

Past lives featured prominently in 
their later work, as their young students 
were encouraged to enact experiences 
from previous existences in therapeutic 
psychodramas. These were captured on 
film, a couple of which were screened at the 
Horse Hospital in London in June.

As well as enabling the participants to 
dress up in extravagant costumes, with the 
most flamboyant being Ruth Norman, who believed she was an 
archangel named Uriel, these projects also introduced cutting-
edge movie techniques. Some of Uriel’s costumes were displayed 
on the Horse Hospital’s walls.

However bizarre they seemed to outsiders, acting out these 
strange sci-fi experiences proved cathartic to most of those taking 
part. 

Having channelled almost 20 books, Ernest Norman “changed 
worlds” – Unariuns never say “died” – in 1971 and Ruth followed 
him in 1993. But the Unarius Academy of Science is still very 

active, though wisely it seems to have stopped predicting the 
arrival of the Space Brothers.

Their focus these days is on “human transformation and cultural 
rejuvenation”.

Let’s get fizzical?

THE reactions to the video exposure of a Gary Mannion “physical 
séance” (pages 6-8) have, for the most part, been understandably 
upsetting, as individuals who have been involved with him over the 
years, either as circle leaders or as sitters, are left questioning how 
much, if any, of what they experienced was genuine.

But, I confess, one response on Facebook’s closed Physical 
Mediumship pages made me laugh out loud. It was posted by 
Warren Peter Caylor, who also claims to be a physical medium. 

Having heard of the Mannion video, he wrote: “I was thinking of 
making a statement to say I quit, as it seems crazy 
to carry on now it has been shown how this work 
can be created fraudulently.” 

But then a spirit named Red Jacket advised him 
not to give up. So he has decided to continue giving 
séances. I welcome his decision to continue for two 
reasons. The first is that he has since announced on 
his own Facebook page that, as of 17 June, he is not 
taking on new venues without first making a visit to 
inspect their security procedures. 

He adds – and this is the good news – “I do not, 
I repeat, do not have a problem with being filmed. I 
do, however, have a problem being filmed secretly! 
Filming, testing, etc, are to be carried out with the 
express permission of all in attendance.”

So I’m very much looking forward to seeing 
Caylor’s physical mediumship tested and filmed in the 
near future. But don’t hold your breath. This is the 
medium who agreed to being tested by Psychic News in 
2008 and then pulled out just 48 hours before it was 

due to take place because he insisted that two of his regular circle 
members should sit either side of him!

The other reason why I welcome his decision to continue with 
his physical mediumship is that he claims his latest mediumistic 
development is the ability of his spirit guides to emulate Jesus and 
turn water into wine.

That means whether or not the sitters are impressed with the 
séance, at least they get a drink at the end of it. Mind you, if he 
could transform water into champagne, instead, that would ensure 
he was producing “fizzical” mediumship. n

Ruth Norman, also known as Uriel, helps direct one of 
the films (Photo: Unarius Academy of Science)

Unariuns Kevin and Tracey 
Kennedy share their experiences 
in London (Photo: Roy Stemman)
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In each issue we will give £10 to the author of the letter  
we find the most interesting.

Letters
Standards of today’s 
mediums have fallen 
dramatically
READING THE tribute to Glyn Edwards (PN June 2016), and having 
seen him demonstrating his excellent mediumship on several 
occasions, I was reminded of the time when Glynn was doing a 
demonstration at Burnley Mechanics Centre when a fire broke out in 
the kitchen. 

Everybody had to evacuate the 
building whilst the firemen put out the 
fire and ensure that the building was 
safe to re-enter. What impressed me 
the most about Glyn Edwards that day 
was that although his demonstration 
was stopped in the middle of giving a 
message but, when we all returned, he 
picked up where he had left the message 
prior to the evacuation of the building. 

After reading the tribute, I began 
to ponder on my time within the 
Spiritualist movement. I know when 
I was first introduced to Spiritualism, 
I never witnessed one bad medium. 
Their clairvoyance provided concrete 
evidence that was beyond any shadow of 
doubt, and those regarded as mediocre 
mediums at that time were first-class in 
comparison to many of today’s mediums 
that we see on the rostrum. 

Glynn Edwards, Albert Best, Mary 
Duffy, Mavis Pattilla, to name just a 
few, were all top mediums with high 
standards who provided exceptional 
clairvoyance and concrete evidence. 

The reason that their mediumship 
was first-class is that they took their 
time to learn their craft, sometimes over 
many years, by sitting in developing 
home circles, reading, observing their 
peers and, more importantly, not rushing 
to go on the rostrum. 

It is also true to say that the mediums 

in the past gave excellent philosophy as 
part of their demonstration, including 
knowledge of the Spirit World, and there 
was a message within the philosophy for 
everyone. 

What is happening within 
Spiritualism today is that in the majority 
of cases it is psychics that are on the 
rostrum and not mediums. They have 
sat in church developing for a few 
weeks, have given off a few messages, 
and the next thing you are seeing them 
on a rostrum taking a service, when 
they are clearly not ready. That’s why 
the standards of today’s mediums have 
fallen dramatically.

 Spiritual philosophy seems to have 
gone out of the window as many of 
today’s mediums are not willing to read, 
especially the Bible, or put in the hard 
work that would give them the essence 
of basic philosophy. They are only 
interested in boosting their own ego by 
going on the rostrum. 

I see that in many churches there is 
now a disclaimer and that the services 
are classed as a form of entertainment 
which, to me, is totally wrong. 
Entertainment belongs in the world of 
the theatre and not within a Spiritualist 
church, especially the divine service.

Alexandra Robertson,  
Preston, Lancashire

Maybe not all of 
us reincarnate
ONE reason (among others) that I 
remain sceptical about reincarnation 
is because it is one of the few areas 
where the exception is invariably used to 
attempt to prove the norm.

I’m referring to the fact that if 
reincarnation proponents can find one 
person in a hundred, or in a thousand, 
who claims to have coherent past-life 
memories, that one case will be offered 
as evidence in support of their theory. 

The fact that the overwhelming 
majority of people do not have any 
such alleged memories is ignored, 
or dismissed with a condescending 
assertion that the vast majority of us are 
not yet “spiritually evolved” to the point 
where we can retain such memories.

Therefore, it was interesting to read 
in the “Rebirth Is Going West” article (PN 
April 2016) about “the growing body of 
evidence that suggests some individuals 
– if not all of us – may experience more 
than one life on Earth”.

The real answer to the question of 
whether we live multiple earthly lives or 
not, may not be yes or no. It may be that 
some of us do, and the rest of us don’t.

I also enjoyed the article about Leslie 
Flint’s mediumship, and John West’s 
tale about the ghostly apparitions at 
Barnwell Castle. 

To reader Geraldine McAllister, who 
asked whether she’s alone in finding it 
hard to believe the story about the Naadi 
oracle: rest assured, Geraldine, that you 
are not alone! And I would rather see 
Psychic News publish more in the way 
of serious articles about mediumship, 
past and present, and fewer spurious 
articles like the ones about Naadi, or 
Amanda Hart’s incredible alleged past 
life memories.

 James McArthur,  
New Orleans, USA

This issue’s  
£10 letter  
winner
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Haunted royal 
homes

GHOSTS & HAUNTINGS

JOHN WEST celebrates the life of Britain’s longest reigning monarch,  
Elizabeth II, with a reminder of ghosts that are said to haunt her homes

Sandringham

The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
country estate in Norfolk was purchased 
by Queen Victoria in 1862 at the request 
of the Prince of Wales – later Edward 
VII – as a home for himself and his bride, 
Princess Alexandra. 

Sandringham House, the focal point of a 
20,000-acre estate, is haunted. Poltergeist 
activity is said to start every Christmas Eve 
and continue for several weeks. Footsteps 
have been heard in the deserted corridors 
of the servants’ quarters. Doors are known 
to open by themselves and lights often 
switch themselves on and off. 

Christmas cards have also moved from 
one wall to another and bedclothes have 
been found pulled off the beds.

Heavy breathing noises have also been 
heard in one room on the second floor 
and housemaids working in the house 

even started to refuse to enter it unless 
accompanied by another servant. 

The present Queen once ordered 
alterations to the old kitchens and it 
appears that this increased certain activity 
within the building. 

An unnamed member of the royal family 
revealed to the author Joan Forman that a 
female guest was given a bedroom where 
she witnessed an apparition. The woman 
had slept badly and awoke at 2 am to 
find the room brightly lit. The door of the 
bedroom suddenly opened and in came a 
young boy carrying a long pole. 

The boy then proceeded to walk 
around the room, pausing every few 
seconds to reach up the wall with the pole 
to apparently light or extinguish long-
vanished candles. The female witness was 
surprisingly unworried by this and watched 
fascinated till the boy suddenly vanished. 

I have often found that alterations to a 

building can either increase or decrease 
paranormal activity and this particular 
sighting sounds very much like a recording 
that had somehow been activated by the 
building work. 

Sandringham’s library is also the scene 
of ghostly activity where books have been 
seen to fly off the shelves. 

Prince Charles and an aide are said to 
have had an unpleasant experience when 
looking for some old prints in this room. 
They suddenly became extremely cold and 
felt that someone was standing behind 
them. They turned round to find no one 
there. They both left the room in a hurry!

The Queen is apparently fascinated by 
the ghost stories and is said to be quite 
open to the possibility of Sandringham 
being haunted. In 1996, a footman fled 
the cellars after claiming to have seen the 
ghost of another servant who had died the 
previous year. She interviewed him about 

Buckingham Palace (Photo: David Iliff)
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Edward VII is said to have 
seen the ghost of Queen 
Elizabeth I in the library 

dressed in black

his experience and was apparently quite 
impressed by his conviction that he had 
seen a ghost. 

The strangest sighting at Sandringham 
was made by a footman in his bedroom. 
He claimed to have seen something like 
“a large paper sack breathing in and out 
like a grotesque lung”. Not surprisingly he 
refused to sleep there after that!

It is not known who or what haunts 
Sandringham House. Queen Alexandra 
and her two sons, Prince Albert Victor, 
Duke of Clarence and Avondale, and King 
George V, died there, as did King George 
VI. They have all been suggested as being 
responsible for the ghostly activity. 

Or could it be someone else? 
Prince Christopher of Greece once 

claimed to have seen a reflection of a 
young lady in a black mask in his bedroom 
mirror. He is said to have described her 
expression as sad and pleading. This 
occurred in a room near the clock tower. 

He later visited Houghton Hall – also 
in Norfolk – and recognised the lady in a 
portrait hanging on the wall. The dress and 
mask matched exactly those worn by the 
woman in the mirror. It turned out she was 
a member of the Cholmondeley family who 
had owned Houghton Hall since the 18th 
century. 

Buckingham Palace
You would expect Buckingham Palace to 
be teeming with ghosts but any would-
be ghost hunter expecting to run into 
the spectre of Queen Victoria or any of 
the other monarchs who have lived and 
worked there since the 18th century would 
be sadly disappointed. Only two ghosts 
have been recorded on the estate and one 
of these pre-dates the palace by several 
centuries. 

The first of our apparitions is a monk 

who has been seen walking along the grand 
terrace overlooking the palace gardens. 
He always appears on Christmas Day and 
is a decidedly unhappy shade having been 
seen bound in chains which clank as he 
moves. A legend claims that he was held in 
a punishment cell for breaking the rules of 
a medieval priory which once stood on the 
site.

Buckingham Palace’s other ghost dates 
from the 20th century. A certain Major 
John Gwynne, who was private secretary 
to Edward VII, became involved in a rather 
nasty divorce case and decided to take his 
own life rather than face a scandal in the 
courts. He shot himself in his first-floor 
office and since then the sound of a single 
shot has been occasionally heard in the 
area where he committed suicide. 

Windsor Castle
The world’s oldest and largest occupied 
castle and its grounds are said to be 
teeming with ghosts. 

Windsor’s most famous phantom 
is undoubtedly Queen Elizabeth I. An 
account from February 1897 concerns 
her appearance to an officer of the guard 
whose name was Carr Glynn. He was in the 
royal library when he heard the sound of 
heels clicking across wooden boards. 

Suddenly from the other side of the 
room he spotted the figure of a woman. 
She was dressed in black and had black 
lace covering her hair. He was very much 
struck by the figure’s resemblance to 
portraits of Elizabeth I but reasoned that 
she must be a figure of flesh and blood. 

She didn’t appear to notice the guard 
and walked towards a corner of the room 
before turning right and appearing to pass 
into another room. He quickly questioned 
a library attendant about her but was told 
that there was no room at the spot where 

the figure vanished. He also confirmed that 
he had seen no one enter the room and 
admitted that others had seen a similar 
figure in the same area. 

It later emerged that in Elizabethan 
times a flight of stairs did exist which led 
from that corner of the library to a terrace. 
Queen Victoria’s daughter, Victoria, the 
Empress of Prussia, and Edward VII are 
also said to have seen the figure in the 
library. A tradition states that the Tudor 
queen also appears during times of 
war. There are unsubstantiated reports 
that George VI saw her several times in 
September 1939. Rumours persist that a 
female member of the current royal family 
has also witnessed her. 

It appears that the shade of Elizabeth 
once shared the library with another royal 
ghost. George III often stayed at Windsor 
and his ghost is said to have been seen by 
members of his old guard shortly after his 
death. 

The guards were passing the window 
where their former commander-in-chief 
used to stand in order to watch his troops 
below. They were somewhat surprised to 
see the unmistakable figure of George III 
standing there and seemingly very much 
alive. The commander without thinking 
automatically called out “Eyes Right”. The 
figure of the king returned the salute. This 
appears to have been a one-off haunting as 
no one has since reported his presence in 
the library or appearance at the window in 

Edward VII in coronation robes  
(Artist: Luke Fides)
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question. 
Charles I is reputed to haunt the area 

of the Canon’s House while Henry VIII is 
said to walk parts of the castle. Dragging 
footsteps and groans are said to mark 
the Tudor monarch’s laboured passage 
through the castle rooms and corridors. 
Henry’s unlucky second wife, Anne Boleyn, 
also haunts Windsor but apparently steers 
clear of her former love. She confines 
herself to the Dean’s Cloister. Her tearful 
face has been seen peering from a window.

In 1936 several spruce trees were 
removed from the castle grounds at the 
request of Edward VIII. Queen Victoria and 
her beloved Prince Albert had originally 
planted these. Workmen at the time 
claimed to have seen a figure resembling 
Victoria striding towards them waving her 
arms and moaning. She was obviously not 
amused!

One of the most interesting ghost 
stories connected with Windsor concerns 
the return of a father to warn his son 
of impending doom. The story was first 
reported by Edward Hyde, the first Earl 
of Clarendon in his History of the Rebellion 
in England which he compiled after he fell 
from Charles II’s favour. 

The Duke of Buckingham was a 
favourite of Charles I but was deeply 
unpopular in the country as he was thought 
by many to have too much influence over 
the king and affairs of state. 

In February 1628 an officer of the 

King’s Wardrobe had retired to his bed 
in the castle only to be confronted by a 
ghost! The spirit of Buckingham’s father, 
Sir George Villiers, appeared and drew 
aside the bed curtains. He then instructed 
the astonished man to warn his son that 
he was in terrible danger unless he “did 
not somewhat to ingratiate himself to the 
people, or at least to abate the extreme 
malice they had against him”. 

The officer was obviously unimpressed 
as he ignored the warning, assuming it 
was just a bad dream. The ghost appeared 
the following night with the same appeal 
but was again ignored. On the third night 
the phantom appeared yet again and 
the officer finally agreed to pass on the 
warning after reluctantly conceding that 
this was no dream. 

He expressed concern to Sir George 
that he wouldn’t be believed and so the 
ghost gave him “two or three particulars” 
that were only to be mentioned to the 
duke. The officer travelled to London 
and managed to gain an audience with 
Buckingham. History records that the 
duke, although troubled by the message, 
failed to heed his father’s warning. A 
disgruntled subaltern named John Felton 
assassinated him in August 1628.

Other ghosts include a number of men 
seen in the early hours of a certain day 
in April 1906. A Coldstream Guardsman 
saw several men descending the steps 
of the East Terrace. Assuming they were 
intruders, he shouted a warning which 
went unheeded by the men who continued 
to walk towards him. He challenged them 
a further two times before firing his rifle 
at the first figure. The figures suddenly 
vanished and the hapless soldier was 
confined to barracks by his disbelieving 
superiors.

In 1927 an 18-year-old sentry in the 
Grenadier Guards shot himself while on 
duty in the Long Walk after becoming 
depressed by life in the Army. A few 
weeks later, one of his former colleagues, 
a Sergeant Leake, reported that he 
recognised the ghost of the young man 
coming towards him one moonlit night. 
It emerged that another soldier had also 
encountered the ghost of the suicide 
during his patrol of the Long Walk. 

The ghost of a policeman, who died in 
the 1940s of a heart attack, haunts part of 
the castle grounds. The Deanery is haunted 
by a young boy who shouts, “I don’t want to 
go riding today”. His footsteps can also be 
heard crossing the building. 

In the Curfew Tower, yet more ghostly 
footsteps are heard on the staircase and 
the tower bells once swung on their own, 
which coincided with the temperature in 
the area suddenly becoming cold. 

A kitchen in the Horseshoe Cloisters 
is home to the ghostly figure of a man and 
horse that walk through a wall. The records 
for Windsor Castle reveal that the cloisters 
were once used as stables. 

Finally, a possible time slip occurred 
in 1873. A night-time visitor to the castle 
noticed that a group of statues had been 
erected near St George’s Chapel. They 
consisted of three standing figures, all in 
black with a fourth crouching down. The 
central standing figure was holding a large 
sword. 

When the visitor later returned to re-
examine the group, they had vanished! n

John West is an author and 
broadcaster. He makes regular 
appearances on Mustard TV in Norfolk 
and is currently working on a new TV 
series on ghosts for Made TV in Leeds. 
John can be contacted via his two 
websites: www.johnwestmedia.com & 
www.hauntedheritageuk.com

Victoria, Empress of Prussia, 1867  
(Artist: Franz Xavier Winterhalter)

King Henry VIII Gate at Windsor Castle 
(Photo: Thomas Duesing)



A Good Read
GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS:
Realizing brotherhood on Earth 
By White Eagle
RRP UK £9.99    US $18.95   
208 pages
The publisher writes: “‘Group work is all-
important: through group work so much 
more is accomplished than in isolation.’ 
In this sentence White Eagle himself sets 
the theme of this book, which is about 
ways in which all who truly wish to serve 
the universal light can come together 
and unify their work. 

“In the context of this book, ‘brotherhood’ involves not only 
human beings, male and female, but everything from the tiny 
atom to the furthest star. In one sense it is a meditation on 
coming together; in another, it is an invitation to be part of a 
‘great work’: that of ‘holding aloft the Star of brotherhood’ and 
allowing the interconnection of all life to be the foundation of the 
religion of the new age. 

“Old and new readers of White Eagle’s teaching alike will 
benefit from this collection of teaching as it breaks new ground 
among White Eagle books.” 

DYING TO BE FREE:
From enforced secrecy to near 
death to true transformation 
By Hannah Robinson
RRP UK £9.99    US $16.95 
152 pages
The publisher writes: “In this compelling 
memoir, Hannah Robinson relates how 
she was injured in an accident while 
on holiday in Tenerife, sustaining life-
threatening multiple injuries. While still 
“unconscious” she entered a “near-death 
experience”, where she experienced 
true peace and love. She also received 
the information she needed to come to terms with the biggest 
negative issue she would continue to face; the life-long rejection 
and enforced secrecy of her father, a Catholic priest. 

“While healing in hospital and at home, Hannah started 
to understand how her father’s actions and her near-death 
experience were inextricably linked; that they’d both occurred at 
all was more than just coincidence. Within these pages, Hannah 
shares many of the stages of her life-transforming journey, both 
wonderful and excruciating, that have brought her to a deeper 
understanding of how and why this all happened. 

“Increasingly struck by the contrast between her own spiritual 
experience and her treatment by the Catholic Church, Hannah 
examines the relationship between organised religion and near-
death experiences and makes a good argument for love being the 
most emotionally, spiritually and psychologically healing power 
there is; one that transcends human belief systems and ultimately 
unites us all as one.

“Hannah Robinson gained a Master’s degree from the 
Courtauld Institute of Art, London, before teaching art in 
secondary schools for twelve years. She is deeply interested in 
spirituality and consciousness and supports Coping International, 
an organisation set up to help the children of Catholic priests.”

HAY HOUSE BASICS SERIES
SHAMANISM: 
Awaken and develop with the 
shamanic force within
By Christa MacKinnon
RRP UK £8.99    US $15.99 
242 pages
The publisher writes: “An introductory 
guide to shamanism – the oldest 
and most enduring spiritual wisdom 
tradition – and its powerful practices for 
healing and finding wholeness. 

“Learn how to:
• Build an altar and create a sacred space

• Conduct ceremonies and create a daily ritual

• Connect with spirit helpers, including power animals and  
    guides

• Undergo transformative journeys for healing and
    development

• Connect with ancestors and descendants

• Use dance as a tool for awakening and freedom

“Christa Mackinnon is a psychologist, family counsellor 
and clinical hypnotherapist whose life was transformed by her 
discovery of shamanism. She has trained with numerous well-
respected shamanic teachers, is the author of Shamanism and 
Spirituality in Therapeutic Practice and facilitates shamanic training 
courses and workshops internationally.”

THE GIFT OF AN ANGEL:
A journey to integrating spirituality 
into everyday life
By Wendy Jane Erlick 
RRP UK £10.99    US $19.95  
184 pages
The publisher writes: “This is a book 
about angels and angelic verification. It 
contains a true story and a channelled 
vibration of comfort and love. It has 
been channelled and written to assist 
with the realignment and the post-
2012 ‘great shift’ we are currently 
undertaking. 

“This is also a book about the process of being able to channel 
messages and verify them, to have faith and surrender. It is about 
being on a spiritual path, about finding your life’s work, about 
being free but also having fun; it is about taking responsibility, 
to be able to laugh at absurdity and not taking all of this too 
seriously on the one hand and taking it very seriously indeed on 
the other. For being on a spiritual path is a journey to integration 
and joy, a journey in which we are the hero or heroine, however 
unlikely a label that may seem. And if it is as serious as that it is 
also as joyous and wild as that. 

“The Gift of An Angel will inspire and assist anyone setting 
out on their own spiritual journey, especially if this includes the 
desire to connect to angelic realms.

“Wendy Jane Erlick is an angel channeller and healer as well as 
an executive coach. She currently works from Watkins Bookshop 
as an angel channeller and coach, on a weekly basis.”
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HOW TO BE WELL:
Use your own natural resources to 
get well and stay well for life
By Abby Wynne
RRP UK £10.99    US $15.99 
288 pages
The publisher writes: “In her work 
as a shamanic psychotherapist, 
Abby Wynne helps people to release 
repetitive patterns of stress and create 
huge space for wellness, happiness, 
peace and empowerment. In How to Be 
Well, Abby reveals her best methods 
for readers to take their wellbeing into 
their own hands. 

“Through simple explanations and highly practical exercises, 
you will increase your self-awareness and learn how to 
work actively with your heart, mind and soul to create deep 
transformational change. Doing the exercises and making the 
changes suggested in the book may lead to a decrease in physical 
pain, a feeling of being more present in your life, and an increase 
in your feelings of peace and stability in the world.

“Learn how to:
• Heal your relationships
• Create stronger boundaries
• Release stress and anxiety
• Reach a new level of vibrant health
• Create a healthier environment
• Reach your full potential and create a life you love!
“By working through the healing techniques in this book,  

you will experience more vibrant health and happiness and have 
the tools you need to maintain your wellbeing for the rest of  
your life.”

5P1R1T R3V3L4T10N5 
(SPIRIT REVELATIONS):
Everyday spiritual guidance
By Nigel Peace
RRP UK £10.00    US $15.00  
232 pages
The publisher writes: “Have you ever 
wondered where on earth your life is 
going? Are you trying to live a spiritual 
life but feeling lost? The gurus and 
teachers tell us that we are ‘guided’ 
– but how can we recognise and 
understand this guidance? 

“This remarkable book describes in detail hundreds of 
examples of synchronicities, prophetic dreams and readings 
noted by the author on an almost everyday basis. For perhaps the 
first time, here is sound and documented evidence that every one 
of us can receive genuine spiritual guidance. 

“This book asks profound questions about the true nature of 
human consciousness. 

“Nigel Peace is an author, school teacher and Reiki Master. He 
has degrees in science and philosophy, and has pursued a lifelong 
interest in parapsychology. But it is his very personal experience 
of almost incredible spiritual phenomena that is described in this 
book. Nigel lives in north London.”

THE SPIRIT ARTIST
By Alan Stuttle
RRP UK £7.00    US $9.56  
76 pages
More than anything Spirit Art is a  
manual that gives guidance into how 
art and mediumship work together and 
what they can do for the individual. 
Alan Stuttle, the featured artist in 
June’s Spiritual Art gallery, was already 
a widely respected artist when, at the 
age of 50, he became a practitioner and 
advocate of spirit art. 

This book provides a powerful insight into what he has learned 
through 25 years of practising the medium.

SPINACH SOUP FOR THE 
WALLS:
Finding my spirit in Africa
By Lynne Harkes
RRP UK £8.00    US $13.00  
194 pages
The publisher writes: “Lynne Harkes has 
lived in many wonderful and colourful 
places, moving from Nigeria to South 
America, from the Sultanate of Oman 
to the jungle of Gabon in West Africa. It 
was a life of privilege and of expanded 
personal horizons, and  Lynne describes 
graphically both the warm hospitality and resilience of the native 
peoples, and the magnificence of the landscape and animal world. 
But equally, the intensity of such a nomadic existence magnifies 
one’s personal challenges, and Lynne found herself retreating 
into unhappiness and isolation. 

“This beautifully written book is the story of how she fought  
to rediscover her own spirituality and find a new way of thinking.” 

A VEGAN ETHIC
By Mark Hawthorne
RRP UK £9.99    US $14.95  
184 pages
The publisher writes: “‘If veganism is 
about doing your best to not harm any 
sentient life, we must logically extend 
that circle of compassion to human 
animals as well,’ writes Mark Hawthorne 
in this practical, engaging guide to 
veganism and animal rights. 

“Along with proven advice for going 
and staying vegan, an overview of 
animal exploitation, and answers to 
common questions about ethical eating (such as “Isn’t humane 
meat a good option?” and “Don’t plants feel pain?”), A Vegan Ethic 
draws on the work and experiences of intersectional activists to 
examine how all forms of oppression – including racism, sexism, 
ableism and speciesism – are connected by privilege, control and 
economic power. 

“By recognizing how social justice issues overlap, we can 
develop collaborative strategies for finding solutions.”
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NEWS

Former SAGB president  
passes to spirit world

STELLA BLAIR, former president of the Spiritualist Association of Great Britain (SAGB), has 
passed on from cancer aged 88, writes Tony Ortzen.

Stella moved from London several years 
ago to live in Suffolk with her eldest 
daughter, Annie, who is general manager of 
the association, which is one of the oldest 
Spiritualist bodies in the capital.

Stella said her association with the 
SAGB began in 1968 and “blossomed into 
a lifetime of love and devotion to it”.
In March of that year, Stella visited London 
on a business trip. Hailing a cab, she 
noticed a copy of Psychic News on the seat. 
She glanced at it. An advert for the SAGB 
caught her attention and she wondered 
what went on at its then plush premises at 
33 Belgrave Square.

Deciding to investigate, Stella was 
told that private sittings and public 
demonstrations of clairvoyance were 
available on a daily basis and so she 
booked a sitting with medium Rae Welsh 
for later that day. It was to change her life.

Stella “received proof beyond doubt 
that our spirit lives on”. Rae relayed a 
message from a mother-like figure – “a 
dear friend” – who wanted to thank Stella 

for some flowers. Unknown to the medium, 
it was the communicator’s birthday the 
previous day.

Rae also mentioned a grandfather 
clock which had been left to her husband’s 
nephew, homing in on an unusual fact: 
it had a false base in which Stella’s 
friend used to conceal an old green 
bag containing money and important 
documents.

“The evidence Rae gave to me was 
incredible,” said Stella. “She mentioned 
so many things which were 100 per cent 
correct. From that day on I spread the 
word.”

Back home in Cumberland, north-west 
England, Stella began a Spiritualist meeting 
place above a pub. She and her sister, 
Vida Carlyle, visited as many Spiritualist 
churches as possible to find quality 
mediums to book. Word soon got around. 
Leading medium Mavis Pittilla phoned 
and suggested booking a hotel for a public 
demonstration of clairvoyance. Stella did 
so – and the meeting sold out.

Stella and Vida made the 260-mile 
journey to the SAGB as often as possible, 
leaving on an early train, having a 
quick lunch at the SAGB’s café, then a 
private sitting and a demonstration of 
clairvoyance before hurrying to catch the 
5.30 pm train back home.

A “chance meeting” with a friend 
of Annie Blair led to Stella hearing 
about a housekeeper’s position with 
accommodation within walking distance of 
the SAGB.

“So began a new chapter,” she recalled, 
“and, with great trepidation, I took the 
position. On 28 January 1989 my new life 
began.” 

Stella was housekeeper to several flats 
for 21 years, a job that gave her enough to 
pay for a development class at the SAGB.

“Meanwhile, before I came to London, 
I read as much as I could on Spiritualism, 
including books featuring Silver Birch, 
which were my favourites.

“I attended lectures by mediums 
Ivy Northage and Ursula Roberts, 
and was eventually taken into Gerrie 
March’s development class. She was 
a brilliant teacher. Later, I was asked 
to take a meditation class. Vida used 
to come to London from her home in 
Northumberland. We often worked long 
into the night giving the SAGB a thorough 
clean.”

Ivy Northage

Stella Blair pictured with her daughter, Annie, who is general manager of the SAGB
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Prior to her being voted onto the 
SAGB’s council in 1991, Ivy Northage’s 
guide, Chan, told Stella that “he did not 
want me on the platform as a medium 
because he had work for me to do, and that 
people would come from all over the world.

“Chan added that I would never have a 
lot of money, but always enough. And so 
another chapter began.”

In 1994, Stella became president of the 
SAGB “and made a lot of changes. The first 
one was to stop smoking in the building… 
and you can imagine just how popular I 
was!”

At that point, the SAGB had only around 
£10,000 in its bank account, which wasn’t 
enough to pay its bills.

As part of its Belgrave Square premises, 
the association owned an adjoining 
mews cottage where visiting mediums 
stayed. The decision was taken to entirely 
renovate it and house mediums on the 
fourth floor of the association’s HQ.

“Letting the mews property gave us the 
funds we badly needed to continue,” said 
Stella, “and the chance to carry on Spirit’s 

work.”
Keeping the Georgian listed premises 

up to scratch proved a nightmare, including 
“horrendous, unstoppable water damage 
to upstairs rooms. No sooner had we 
replaced a fallen ceiling than another area 
needed decoration. Damage from the top 
to the bottom of the building seemed to be 
never ending.

“Severe flooding from the flat roof 
at the rear wiped out irreplaceable 
documents and archives stored in a 
cupboard below. The beautiful parquet 
flooring on the ground floor was two 
inches deep in water.”

Faced with repair bills of at least £1.5 
million and an ever-decreasing lease, in 
2010 the SAGB sold what remained of the 
lease and moved to premises owned by a 
charity in Victoria. It is still searching for 
suitable permanent freehold premises.

Following the momentous move, Stella 
commented: “We were now in a building 
with heating that worked, a roof that did 
not leak, functional lifts, wheelchair access 
and toilets which did not block. Hurray!”

Owing to age and infirmity, several 
years ago Stella moved to her daughter 
Annie’s home, where she passed on 
peacefully on 20 May after a short 
courageous battle with throat cancer. She 
had undergone surgery and radiotherapy 
in 2004 for cancer at the base of her 
tongue.

“I hope,” said Stella, “that at the end of 
the day Ivy Northage’s guide will accept 
that I have given my life to the SAGB and 
done all I possibly could in every possible 
way.”

Asked about her mother’s legacy, 
Annie said: “She would have said that her 
greatest achievement during the 30 years 
that she was a trustee, company secretary 
and many times president would have 
been that Spirit gave her the strength to 
continue to keep the doors of the SAGB 
open. 

“Few people knew just how desperate 
things were financially when Stella was 
asked to take over all those years ago. She 
would say she had achieved her greatest 
wish, as the future of the SAGB is now 
secured in perpetuity because of her 
dedication and the endless work she did 
behind the scenes.” n

Keeping the Georgian listed premises at 
33 Belgrave Square up to scratch proved a 

nightmare, including ‘horrendous, unstoppable 
water damage to upstairs rooms. No sooner had 

we replaced a fallen ceiling than another area 
needed decoration’ 

Former PN editor Tony Ortzen was the SAGB’s 
press officer during Stella Blair’s presidency

Stella Blair during her time as SAGB presidentMavis Pittilla
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Psychic Artist Reading • Tarot • Reiki  
• Cranio Sacral Osteopathy • Holistic Massage  

• Aquavibe Sensory Saturation Experience  
• Kirlian (Aura Photography) • Colour Therapy  

• Integrated Energy Healing • Chakra Re-balancing
We stock:

Cork Handbags • Pure Silver Jewellery • Grade AAA Crystals • Incense 
• Smudge Sticks •  Chakra Drops •  Many other alternative gifts 

www.organicmind.co.uk

9 Brewers Lane,  
Richmond-Upon-Thames,

Surrey  TW9 1HH
Tel: 020 8948 6132

BANYAN RETREAT
Lake House, Maidstone Road, Ashford, Kent TN26 1AR

 Tel: 01233 714155   E: info@banyanretreat.com 
www.banyanretreat.com         

www.physicalmediumship.org.uk
Monthly demonstration of Mediumship ~ Physical Mediumship 

~ Mental Mediumship Development Workshops ~ Trance 
and Physical Mediumship Development Workshops ~ 

Spiritual Healing and Reiki Courses ~ Retreat Days
SoulQuest Service on 1st Sunday each month at 3pm

NOW AVAILABLE ON KINDLE

Fifty Shades of Grey Hair: 
Second Sight
by Marcy O’Rourke

Only from the world of the spirit was my husband, 
actor Thomas O’Rourke, able to reveal his troubled 
soul and at last free our love from the mental chains 
that had bound it in this world. This is the true story 

of my journey from skeptic to psychic.

184 pages  ~  Available from
WWW.AMAZON.COM  for just $1.49
WWW.AMAZON.CO.UK for just 99p

It covers: 

An introduction to the paranormal

The return of Cynthia - a cousin who died at the age of 23

Visits to mediums

Spirit guides 

Visits to Spiritualist 
churches 

Open, closed and 
private circles

Awareness groups

Developing circles 

Table-tilting 

The process of 
transfiguration 

Personal development

Regression and 
Reincarnation

A BRUSH WITH THE PSYCHIC: 
An Account of an Interesting Lifetime’s Experience

by Garry Kirk

Available from 
Amazon.co.uk for £9.95 

and Amazon.com for $11.99
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SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY  
This book will make you think!

About your life...
About your world...

About who you are...

ISBN 9781907527227
PRICE £9.99 

plus post & packing   

For more details please visit:
www.eternalspiritwithin.com

To advertise in 
Psychic News 

call:  

01279 
874339 

12 Woburn Walk, London  WC1H 0HJ
Tel: 020 7387 0358   Mob: 07948 922414

www.clearlydestiny.co.uk  
or find us on Facebook

Email: clearlydestiny@gmail.com
Open Monday to Friday 10am-5.30pm and Saturday 10am-4pm 

JULY EVENTS
SEE WEB PAGE FOR MORE DETAILS

Clearly Destiny is hosting on behalf of Kindred Spirit  
the re-launch of JUDY HALL’S ORACLE KIT  

on Friday 1st July  6pm - 8pm

TRANCE AND CHANNELLING   
Group sessions: Mondays  4th, 11th, 18th & 25th  1pm - 2.30pm and 

Wednesdays 6th, 13th, 20th & 27th  7pm - 8.30pm (1-2-1 sessions available)  
WHAT ARCHANGELS CAN DO FOR YOU  

Thursday 7th July 7pm - 9pm  £20 ~ Part 1 offers attunement to  
St Germaine’s Violet Flame and working with Metatron’s Cube

GALATICAN FORUM Friday 8th  7pm - 8.15pm  £6
Channelled communication for the fifth dimension

TAROT COURSE (6 weeks) Saturdays July 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th,  
August 6th and 13th  11am - 1pm  £150

INTRODUCTION TO SOUND HEALING WITH TUNING FORKS 
with PENNY KING Saturday 9th 2pm - 4pm   £25

ARCTURIAN SOUND BATH with ADARGOMA  
Monday 11th and Thursday 28th 7pm - 8pm  £15 each session

WHAT ARCHANGELS CAN DO FOR YOU  
Thursday 14th 7pm - 9pm £20 ~ Part 2 introduces Archangels Michael, 

Sandalphon, Melchizedek and Raphael and how they work with us
TABLE TIPPING with physical medium TRACEY  

Friday 15th July 7pm - 8.15pm  £15
CUTTING THE CORDS THAT BIND US with KRISTIN  

Saturday 16th 1.30pm - 4.30pm  £20
EVENING OF CLAIRVOYANCE  Friday 29th July at 7pm  £6

EXPLORING ALTERED STATES WORKSHOP  
with GARY MANNION  Sunday 31st July 10am - 5pm  £40

The Curse – Memories 
from a Medium’s Life
Fiona Roberts’ new book is 

OUT NOW
Widely available ~ On Amazon 

and most other ebook sites
For more info on all her books visit:
www.spanglefish.com/fionaroberts
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* * * * * *
SITTERS WANTED  

Seriously dedicated sitters wanted for a seriously 
dedicated trance and physical circle in Hertfordshire.  

Please text your details to Suzzanne  
on: 07789 094644

* * * * * *
SITTERS WANTED – TRANCE MEDIUMSHIP

I am developing trance mediumship and searching  
for others to join my circle for further development.

I am willing to attend other circles/groups as a 
medium in order to give my spirit teachers greater 
opportunity for communication. Norwich, Norfolk.   

Telephone Heather: 01603 747123

* * * * * *
SITTERS/MEDIUMS WANTED

Blending of Minds is looking for sitters/mediums. We 
are a newly started home circle in Bristol (south) 

which supports the development of evidential trance 
mediumship hopefully leading to physical.  

We offer a friendly ego-free environment where 
everyone has the opportunity to shine. 

For more info email Paul:  
blending_of_minds@yahoo.com

* * * * * *

FREE 
Development Listings
Are you looking for sitters to join your 

development circle – or starting a new one? 

Are you looking for a circle?
Psychic News wants to put readers in touch with 

development groups and circles in their area. 

We will advertise your details free of charge  
for three issues, as long as it costs no more than 
£3 (US$5) to join or attend the group or circle. 

Email your wording (up to 45 words), name 
and contact details to:  

pnadverts@gmail.com or post details to: 

Psychic News Circle,  
Suite 6, Thremhall Park,  

Start Hill, Bishops Stortford,  
Hertfordshire  CM22 7WE

Please ensure your name and contact details are 
included on all correspondence. 

Psychic News reserves the right to refuse or remove these notices at any time.



TOM FLYNN
International Medium & Healer

Telephone Readings
tjflynn56@gmail.com

0780 411 5863

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

MELANIE HALLETT 
Medium and Teacher 

Telephone Readings: 1hr for £40 
or email:  

melaniehallett@hotmail.co.uk 

JAMES - Medium
Telephone Readings £15

by appointment
Tel: 0780 4871 958

READINGS

PSYCHIC POSTAL READING   £10 
KELLY CUMMING
24 Baglan Heights, 

Port Talbot  SA12 8UF

Alison’s Straight Talk  
Psychic ServicesTM

Honest, Direct, No-nonsense  
Readings  

30 Years’ Experience
Complete Confidentiality

01934 527332
11am – 1am

www.straighttalkingpsychics.com
Credit & Debit cards accepted

For entertainment only

RETIRED GP 
Advice on complementary and alternative 

medicine for various issues. 
www.soulace.co.uk

COMPLEMENTARY 
MEDICINE

SPIRITUAL BREAKS

COUNSELLING
SUE ACHIENG  

Fully Qualified and Experienced Counsellor 
Diploma Counselling. Reg MBACP. 

I have been in practice for 20 years, and work in 
the NHS as a Counsellor.  

I also offer Spiritual Healing.  
Please call: 0794 126 2804   

Or email: sachieng@hotmail.com
www.person-centredcounselling.co.uk

BODY MIND SPIRIT ESCAPE  
TO  

VALENCIA, SPAIN
Homestay plus with Marcela & Peter 

Peter@catpam.com   
+34651378241 whatsapp

https://bodymindspiritvalencia.wordpress.com  

MAGGIE VIGAR-SMITH
Experienced Medium

Healer - including animals
Phone Readings or One-To-One Sittings  

near Marlborough, Wiltshire
Tel: 01672 512236

HOPE
Here to help you to help yourself.

I can use the following:
 Various Card Readings

6th Sense
Art Readings

Long Distance Reiki Healing 
General Advice 

And Teaching of Various Holistic 
Techniques for Daily Use 

Text or call:  
07415 254 649 

£30 up to 1 hour session  
  All the best till we meet again

Real Answers From A Master Psychic ™
And Certified Life Coach

With over 32 years professional experience
 as a Master Psychic  
LYNN MARIE  

will give you the detailed answers you need.  
She specialises in love/relationships, career/finance, 
and channelling loved ones that have passed over. 

Call: (US) 855-807-2409
www.bodymindandsoulcenter.com

PERSONAL GROWTH

DAVID SPENCER
Experienced Spiritual Medium/Clairvoyant
offering Spiritually-guided Postal Readings

Send brief letter and £25 to:
Mr D. Spencer,  

22 Skylark Rise,  
Tavistock,  

Devon   
PL19 9FT

ABSENT HEALING  
FOR  

PEOPLE AND ANIMALS 
NO FEES

Telephone Tony on:   
020 7476 3766 

E-mail: tony.lu101@gmail.com 

HEALING

THE 
SURREY HEALING SANCTUARY

Penduckshaw, Rabies Heath Road,  
Bletchingley, Surrey, RH1 4NB  

(near Junction 6, M25)
Email: surreyhealing@yahoo.co.uk

Contact: Alec & Marilyn Nicolas
Healing and spiritual surgery

(herbal medicine and reflexology also available)
By appointment only

(including evenings and weekends)
www.surreyhealingsanctuary.co.uk

Tel: 01883 741800

FREE BOOK
If you would like a free copy of my book 

“Why I am a Spiritualist”
please write direct to:

Miss A. A. McKay
Flat 29, Thorngrove House,
500 Great Western Road,
ABERDEEN  AB10 6PF

A donation of £1.50 towards the cost of postage 
and packing would be appreciated.

FREE BOOK

ASCENDED MASTER TEACHINGS
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Reincarnation ~ Karma 
The Soul ~ Healing

Relationships and more
Online bookstore/CDs/DVDs/
Conferences/Courses/Radio

www.tsl-uk.org     01435 863853
www.SummitLighthouse.org

PHYSICAL  
MEDIUMSHIP

Members of an  
ADVANCED PHYSICAL CIRCLE  

would like to share and exchange experiences 
of physical phenomena with other circles or 

individuals that are at a similar level.  
East Kent area.  

Call Helen on: 0770 860 6384
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CLASSIFIED  
RATES 

50p per word exc VAT
Website addresses 

= four words
Discounts for repeat adverts

2-3 adverts = 5% 
4-6 adverts = 10% 
7-12 adverts = 20% 

Over 12 = 30%
Add a black line around your advert 

for just 25% extra 
Please contact us for a  

no-obligation quote

To advertise in Psychic News 
call:  

01279 874339 
or email:  

pnadverts@gmail.com



CHARMINSTER 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
207 Charminster Road,

Bournemouth,
Dorset   

BH8 9QQ
Tel: 01202 516108

www.charminsterspiritualist 
church.org.uk

Services: 
Tuesday 3pm 
Saturday 7pm  

Sunday (monthly)
See website for specials/

workshops and healing times
All welcome

KINSON 
 SPIRITUALIST 

GROUP 
Kinson Community Centre,  

Pelhams Park,  
Kinson,  

Bournemouth   
BH10 7LH 

Tel: 01202 715754
www.facebook.com/ 

KinsonSpiritualistGroup 
Every Sunday  6.30pm   

Divine Service
2nd Monday in month at 8.00pm 

Clairvoyance Demonstration

PENZANCE  
CHRISTIAN 

SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH
Bread Street,  

Penzance,  
Cornwall

Tel: 07800 813533
Sunday 6.00pm Service  
Followed by Healing

Thursday 7.00pm Service  
Followed by Healing

Saturday 10am - 12.30pm  
Private Readings
All are welcome

EXETER  
SPIRITUALIST  
CENTRE AND  

HEALING GROUP
York Road, Exeter,  

Devon  EX4 6PF
   Tel: 07778 691163

Website:  
www.exeterspiritualistcentre.

org
Sunday  6.30pm  Service 

Wednesday  3.00pm Mediumship
Healing:  

Tuesdays 10.30am - 12noon  
& Wednesdays 6.00pm - 7.30pm  
See website for healing times on 

Sundays and details of  
Special Events and  

Development Groups

GUIDING LIGHT 
DAWLISH

SPIRITUAL CENTRE  
NEW ADDRESS

The Manor House,  
Old Town Street, Dawlish,  

Devon  EX7 9AP
7.30pm  Mediumship 

alternate Tuesdays
We are affiliated to  
United Spiritualists

We welcome visiting Mediums
Contact us: 01626 866192

Website: http:// 
guidinglightdawlish.webs.com

READING  
NATIONAL 

SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH
York Lodge,  

81 Baker Street, 
Reading,  

Berkshire  RG1 7XY
Tel: 0118 950 7281 

Email:  
church@readingsc.org 

www.readingsc.org 
Sunday 6.30pm  Service with 

Address and Clairvoyance 
Monday 1.30pm - 3pm Healing 

(excluding Bank Holidays) 
Small animals welcome too 

Monday 7.30pm - 9pm   
£2 (£1 members) 

Open Circle led by  
JUDITH FORD 

Wednesday 7.30pm - 9pm 
Healing 

Small animals welcome too 
Thursday 7.45pm Demonstration 

of Mediumship 
Third Friday of the month 

7.30pm  £1 
Open Platform for aspiring 

Speakers and Demonstrators 
Last Saturday in the month 

9.30am - 1pm 
Coffee Morning with Private 

Readings and Healing 
Entry free but readings £10 

Saturdays Occasional workshops 
or special events 

See website, Facebook or in 
Church for details 

AMERSHAM  
SPIRITUALIST 

CENTRE 
Amersham Common  

Village Hall,
White Lion Road (A404),  

  Amersham, Bucks.  HP7 9JD
President: Jean Sabatini 

Tel: 01494 866159
Website: 

www.amersham 
spiritualistcentre.org.uk 

Friday 1st July  7.30pm    
VAL & TONY HARDWARE

Friday 8th July  7.30pm    
ROY SUNLEY

Friday 15th July  7.30pm    
TERRY BOWEN

Friday 22nd July  7.30pm    
LES & DENISE PILGRIM

Friday 29th July  7.30pm    
MEAGAN COCHRAN

Healing will be offered during all 
services and after the service on 
the first Friday of every month

   

NORTHWICH 
SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH  SNU

Hadfield Street, Northwich,  
Cheshire  CW9 5LU

Sunday Service 6.30pm
Wednesday Service 7.30pm

Open Circles and Awareness 
Classes Tuesdays 7.30pm

Contact Details:  
01606 860663

Find us on Facebook
All Welcome

BUDE FREE SPIRITS
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
The Parkhouse Centre,  

Ergue-Gaberic Way,  
Bude, Cornwall   

EX23 8LG
www.budefreespirits.co.uk

Every Thursday  7.30pm - 9.00pm
BUDE HEALING CLINIC:

Every Wednesday 7pm - 9pm
Visiting mediums who would like 

to serve Bude Free Spirits  
please contact Carol on  

01840 770057 

DORSET
BERKSHIRE

DEVON

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

CORNWALL

CHESHIRE

Spiritualist Churches and 
Centres in the UK

ENGLAND

The advertising 
deadline for the  
August issue is  

8th July 2016 
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FREE ADVERTISING
Does your local church,  
centre or spiritual shop 

stock Psychic News?
If not, please let them know the 
benefits of becoming a supplier. 

They will receive a FREE ADVERT  
on our website and three months’  

FREE ADVERTISING  
in the magazine when they start. 

We’ll also post their special 
events on our Facebook and 

Twitter pages for free! 

Plus they only pay for the copies 
they sell – so will only ever make  

a profit.

It’s win, win 
all the way! 
Call us today on 
01279 874339 

or email 
pnadverts@gmail.com 

for details of our 
Support Offer



BOURNEMOUTH  
SPIRITUALIST

  CHURCH  
16 Bath Road, Bournemouth,  

Dorset  BH1 2PE 
Tel: 01202 551751   
www.bsnuc.co.uk

JULY   
Saturday 2nd  1pm - 4pm 

Workshop with  
MARGARET & HUGH DAVIS

Saturday 2nd  7.30pm  
Evening of Mediumship with  

MARGARET & HUGH DAVIS
Sunday 3rd  10.45am

MARGARET & HUGH DAVIS 
Sunday 3rd  6.30pm

MARGARET & HUGH DAVIS
Monday 4th  7.30pm   

MARGARET & HUGH DAVIS
Tuesday 5th  7pm  Open Circle 

Wednesday 6th  7.30pm   
Meditation  

Thursday 7th  3pm 
LAWRENCE COHEN
Sunday 10th  10.45am

HAZEL MCLISTER BREWER 
Sunday 10th   6.30pm

HAZEL MCLISTER BREWER  
Monday 11th  7.30pm   

HAZEL MCLISTER BREWER
Tuesday 12th  7pm  Open Circle 

Wednesday 13th  7.30pm  
Philosophy

Thursday 14th  3pm
SARAH BURCH

Sunday 17th 10.45am 
DAVID & IRENE JACKSON 

Sunday 17th  6.30pm
DAVID & IRENE JACKSON 

Monday 18th  7.30pm  
DAVID & IRENE JACKSON  

Tuesday 19th  7pm  Open Circle  
Wednesday 20th  7.30pm  

Spirit Art 
Thursday 21st  3pm  

DOROTHY YOUNG 
Saturday 23rd  7.30pm  

Evening of Mediumship with  
DAVID COLE

Sunday 24th  10.45am
DAVID COLE

Sunday 24th  6.30pm
DAVID COLE 

Monday 25th  7.30pm  
DAVID COLE

 Tuesday 26th  7pm  Open Circle 
Wednesday 27th 7.30pm

Open Platform 
Thursday 28th  3pm

GEOFFREY HAYWARD 
Sunday 31st 10.45am
DAVID POWELL

Sunday 31st  6.30pm
DAVID POWELL
Spiritual Healing: 
Monday 2pm - 4pm   

Tuesday 10.30am - 12.30pm  
Wednesday 10.30am - 12.30pm   

Thursday 7pm - 8pm
Friday 10.30am - 12.30pm  

& 2pm - 4pm

ESSEX

HERTFORDSHIRE

HITCHIN  
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
Whinbush Road,  

Hitchin,  
Hertfordshire 

SG5 1PZ
Tel: 07581 492507

www.hitchinspiritualist 
church.co.uk

Sunday Service  6.30pm    
Healing Tuesdays  

2pm & 7.30pm
Demonstrations and workshops 

as advertised on website
All welcome 

KENT  
SPIRITUAL 

TEACHING GROUP
Five Wents Hall,  
Swanley Lane,  

Swanley,  
Kent   

BR8 7LD
www.kstg.org

Tel 07982 653158     
Email: tickets@kstg.org

Meetings 1st and 3rd Tuesday  
of every month 
5th July  8pm

Flower Readings with  
JUNE KAMARA-MARSHALL 

& TINA MUDDLE
19th July  8pm

Evening of Clairvoyance with 
JEANIE JACKSON

MAIDSTONE 
SPIRITUAL 

DEVELOPMENT 
CENTRE (M.S.D.C.)

meets at  
Madginford Hall,  
Egremont Road,  

Maidstone,  
Kent  ME15 8LH  

&  
Lower Hall,  

Tovil Working Mens Club,  
Tovil Hill,  

Maidstone,  
Kent  ME15 6QS 

Tel: 01634 386472
or  07925 998065   

Email: msdc@msdc.org.uk 
We run Psychic & Spiritual 

Development Mornings,  
Open Circles, Healing and 

Meditation Mornings with free 
student readings, monthly 
evenings of Mediumship, 

Workshops, Psychic Suppers, 
Psychic Fairs, Courses,  

Coach Trips etc.   
Download the programme from 

our website or ring us! 
www.msdc.org.uk

All welcome

THE  
SANCTUARY OF 

HEALING CHRISTIAN 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH 
Mills Terrace,  

Chatham, 
Kent  ME4 5NZ

Tel: 01634-880039
Email:  

george.mcqueen@yahoo.co.uk
Website:  

www.sanctuaryofhealing.co.uk
Sunday Service: 6.30pm 

Wednesday  10am - 1pm  Healing
Friday  4pm - 6pm  Healing  
Friday  8pm  Clairvoyance

We also offer various workshops  
and special evenings of 

clairvoyance  
See website for  

further information

WHITE FEATHER 
SPIRITUALIST  

CENTRE
Claremont Community Centre, 

Claremont Road,  
Blackpool,  
Lancashire   
FY1 2QJ

Tel: 01253 355595
Every Friday 

6.30pm  Healing
7.30pm  Clairvoyant Evening 

followed by Open Circle

LEICESTER 
PROGRESSIVE
SPIRITUALIST 

CENTRE
4 St. James Street,  

Lee Circle,  
Leicester   
LE1 3RE

President: Marian Sawczuk
Services with Mediumship

Sundays  6pm  Divine Service
Mondays  7.30pm

Wednesdays  2.30pm
Thursdays, Fridays and 

Saturdays:  
Special Demonstrations as 

advertised
Development Groups and Circles 

held every day of the week
Healing  

Saturdays 10.30am - 12.30pm
Mondays  6pm - 7pm

Wednesdays  1pm - 2pm
For details of workshops and 

special events, visit our website:
www.progressivespiritualist 

church.co.uk
Email: info.leicesterprogressive 

@talktalk.net 
Tel: 0116 2536098 

LANCASHIRE

KENT

BRIGHT ANGEL 
LODGE  

SPIRITUAL CENTRE 
57 Point Road, 

Canvey,  
Essex  

SS8 7TT
We meet EVERY MONDAY  

at 7.45pm (doors open at 7pm)  
for an Evening of Clairvoyance 

with all profits going to  
local charities

Admission £3 on the door  
Healing from 7pm (donation)

For more info telephone  
Philip on 

0792 200 1433  
or 01268 691922  

We are also on facebook:  
Bright Angel Lodge  

Spiritual Centre

EPPING  
SPIRITUAL 

SANCTUARY 
Thornwood Village Hall,  

Weald Hall Lane,  
Thornwood,  

Epping, 
Essex  

CM16 6ND 
 Enquiries to Jan:  

01279 861515 
or Nora 01279 864273 

(Registered Charity 284561) 
Tuesday Healing: 1pm to 2.20pm  

Freewill Donation  
Tuesday Service:  2.45pm  £3 

Plus Last Friday of Every Month 
at 8pm 

Evening of Clairvoyance £5 
8th July  7.30pm  Special Charity 

Evening with  
STEPHEN HOLBROOK 

A Must See.  
Ticket Only £12 

29th July MAUREEN FAUNCH

 

CARPENDERS PARK 
CHRISTIAN  

  SPIRITUALISTS
Bushford Scout Hall,  

St Georges Drive,  
Carpenders Park,  

Watford,   
Hertfordshire  WD19 5HD  

(Hall cannot be seen from road –  
go up drive between numbers  
37 and 39 St Georges Drive)

Contact Chris Palmer:  
01923 221918

Sundays  10.30am   
Divine Service

Healing available
All are welcome. An activity table  

is provided for children 
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HAMPTON HILL 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
Angel Close,

Windmill Road,
Hampton Hill   
TW12 1RG
Enquiries: 

020 8941 5177
www.hamptonhillspiritualists.

webeden.co.uk
Sunday  6.30pm   
Divine Service

Wednesday  7.30pm  Healing
Thursday 7.30pm  
Midweek Service

Monthly classes at 7.30pm:
1st Monday Open Platform

2nd and last Monday  
Open Awareness Circle

3rd Monday Mediumship  
Practice Circle

3rd Tuesday Open Healing Circle
4th Tuesday Speakers and  

Philosophy Class 
All welcome

THE LIGHT  
ON THE HILL

HARROW  
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH  
1 Vaughan Road,  

Harrow, Middlesex,  
London  HA1 1DP

Website: www. 
lightonthehill.moonfruit.com

Email:  
lightonthehill@live.co.uk

Telephone:  
07528 348 432
Service Times: 

Sunday 7.30pm - 9pm
Wednesday 7.45pm - 9pm

Healing Services:
Monday 10am - 12pm

Wednesday 9.15pm - 9.45pm
Sunday 7.30pm at start of Service

All welcome

THE  
SANCTUARY OF THE 

SILVER CROSS  
Friends’ Meeting House, 

York Road  
(opp. Sainsbury’s),  

Uxbridge,  
Middlesex  
UB8 1QW  
Founder:  

FRANK MECHELLE 
President:  

LINDA CHANT 
Telephone:  07792 900194 

www. 
sanctuarysilvercross.co.uk 

Sunday at 6.30pm   
Divine Service

WOODFORD  
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH  
9 Grove Crescent,  
South Woodford,  
London  E18 2JR

Enquiries: 020 8989 6149
www.woodfordchurch.com

Saturday 2nd  July 12noon - 3pm  
£6 (Members £5)

Workshop “Divine Divination” 
with JUDITH THORNE
Saturday 2nd  7.30pm  £3

Evening of Mediumship with 
BECKS SAWYER

Sun 3rd  6.30pm  SUSAN MOTSON 
Monday 4th  2pm  JAMEEZ
Saturday 9th  11am - 4pm  

£12 (Members £10) Workshop 
“Examining the closeness of 
Spirit through Trance” with 

SANDY WILKINSON  
ISM RAM 

  Sunday 10th  6.30pm   
MARCIO DO AMARAL

Monday 11th  2pm   
PATTI BOVINGDON

Thursday 14th  7.30pm - 9pm  £3 
Open Circle for Platform Mediums 

led by ALAN ALBISTON
Saturday 16th  11am - 5pm  £15
Workshop “Exploring Platform 

Mediumship” with  
SHARON LAW

Sunday 17th  11am - 4pm  £10  
Shamanic Workshop

Sunday 17th  6.30pm   TBA
Mon 18th  2pm  LEO BONOMO 

Thursday 21st  2pm - 3pm  £3 
Doors open at 1.30pm for a cup 

of tea beforehand 
Afternoon of Mediumship 
Saturday 23rd  11am - 4pm   

£12 (Members £10)
Workshop “Mind The Gap – 
align mind, body and soul to 

achieve success in 7 days” with  
STEPHANIE BARROWS
Sunday 24th  11am - 4pm   

£12 (Members £10)
Workshop: “Pathway to Spirit 3” 

with PAT MCNALLY & 
DANIEL NAUGHNANE

Sunday 24th  6.30pm  
MARK MCDONAGH

Mon 25th  2pm  JEFF PHILLIPS
Saturday 30th  11am - 4pm   

£12 (Members £10)
Workshop “Embracing Serenity” 

with BEVERLY SWIFT
Sunday 31st  6.30pm  

JONATHAN WHITAKER
Weekly:

Tues 7.30 - 9pm  £3  Open Circle  
Wed 2 - 4pm & 7.30 - 9pm 

Healing 
Friday 7.30 - 9pm  £3   

Open Circle
First Friday of the month at 7.30pm  

Open Circle for  
Platform Mediums

All welcome

STARLIGHT  
AWARENESS GROUP

The Pavilion,  
Wainfleet Road,  

Skegness,  
Lincolnshire   

PE25 2EL
Contact Pat and Elsie:  

01754 810680
www.starlightgroup.info

Sunday Services  
1st and 3rd Sunday of every month 

at 6.30pm - 8pm 
Also: Developing  

self-empowerment through 
meditation for elimination of past 

hurts creating a balance within 
self. 

Working with spirit and universal 
energies. Spirit healing training 
and qualification (Lincolnshire 

Association of Healers). 
Spiritual mediumship within its 

many forms.  
Spiritual philosophy.  

Trance communication. 

HENDON 
INDEPENDENT  
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH 
Cheshir Hall,  
Foster Street  

(off Brent Street),  
  Hendon, 
London   

NW4 2AA
Enquiries:  

Lorraine on 020 8346 0289
www.hendonspiritualist 

church.co.uk
Every Monday at 7.30pm  
(except Bank Holidays) 

Address and Clairvoyance  
Entrance: £4  

inc refreshments & raffle
JULY 2016  

4th  PAULINE & TERRY FIRKS
11th  EFFIE ROGERS

18th  Closed
25th  ANGELA MCDOWELL  

LEWISHAM  
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH 
65 Boone Street,  

Lewisham,  
London   

SE13 5SA
Website:

Lewishamspiritualistchurch.
com

Tel: 020 8852 7823
Mediums’ Secretary:  

078 2672 3575
Sunday 6.30pm - 8pm   

Service
Tuesday 12.30pm - 2.30pm  

Private Readings  
(Bookable with  

Mediums’ Secretary)
Tuesday 1pm - 2.30pm  Healing

Thursday:  
7.15pm - 8.30pm  Healing  

7.15pm - 9pm  Group Readings
All welcome 

THE  
LONDON  

SPIRITUAL MISSION
13 Pembridge Place,  

London   
W2 4XB

secretary@spiritualmission.
co.uk

www.spiritualmission.co.uk
Telephone (Mob):  

07930 362 492
Church Activities
Sunday Services  
11am & 6.30pm

Wednesdays 7.30pm for an  
Hour of Clairvoyance

Spiritual Healing
Mondays 11am-1pm,  

2pm-3pm, 5pm-7pm and
Thursdays 5-7pm

For Special Events, Courses 
& Workshops please see our 

website
Animal Healing ~  

Mondays 11am-1pm
All domestic pets welcome   

WOOD GREEN 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH  
(Cnr of Maryland Road) 

High Road,  
Wood Green,  

London  
N22 5AR

Minister in Spirit:  
Mrs Ida Stenning 

Enquiries:  
020 8888 1992

Website:  
www.woodgreen  

spiritualistchurch.co.uk 
 Sunday  6.30pm  Service  

Wednesday  7.30pm  Service 
Tuesday  7.30pm - 9.00pm  

Healing 
Thursday  No Healing

All welcome

LONDON

MIDDLESEXLINCOLNSHIRE
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ALCOMBE AND 
MINEHEAD 
CHRISTIAN  

SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH  

Grove Place, Manor Road, 
Alcombe, Minehead,  
Somerset  TA24 6EH

Tel: 0783 110 4896
Summer Sunday Service  6.30pm  

(March to end of October)  
Winter Sunday Service  3.00pm 
(November to end of February) 

Healing groups, a monthly 
healing day, healing evenings, 

open circles, evenings of 
clairvoyance all available on 

various days during each month.  
See our website for the full  

day-by-day itinerary of what our 
church can offer you.

www.mineheadspiritualist 
church.co.uk 

CROYDON  
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
Chatsworth Road, Croydon,  

Surrey  CR0 1HE
President: Mrs Mollie McManus 

OSNU, LSSNU
Contact telephone numbers: 

020 8688 1827 & 07990 535942
Email: 

alanpseymour@btinternet.com
For special events see our 

website: www.croydon 
spiritualistchurch.org.uk

Sunday 11am  Service 
Sunday 6.30pm  Service 

Wednesday 7.45pm  Service
Thursday Healing 1.30pm - 3.30pm  

& 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Open Platform third Monday of 

each month at 7.30pm

KINGSTON NATIONAL 
SPIRITUALIST

CHURCH
Villiers Road,  

Kingston upon Thames,  
Surrey  KT1 3AR 

Website:  
www.kingstonsc.org

Gen Sec: Mrs Gerrie Chaney  
Tel: 020 8401 6967
Sunday Services:  
11am & 6.30pm

Monday Evening of Mediumship: 
7.30pm  £3 (£2 Members)

 Monday Healing   
8.45pm - 9.45pm (Donation).

Wednesday Healing   
2pm - 4pm  Enter through side 

gate (Donation)
Please visit our website to see  

all our events! 

 

SNETTISHAM 
INDEPENDENT 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
Memorial Hall,  

Old Church Road,
Next to the Rose and Crown

Snettisham, Norfolk  PE31 7NA
Contact Sandra: 01485 541719

Follow us at:
www.facebook.com/

SnettishamSpiritualChurch
Services every 2nd and 4th Sunday 

of the month at 3pm
Healing available after service

NORTHAMPTON 
NATIONAL 

SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH

89 St. Michael’s Road, 
Northampton  NN1 3JT

Website: www.
northamptonspiritualists.org

Email: church@
northamptonspiritualists.org
Sunday  6pm  Divine Service

Monday (1st in month)  7.30pm  
Awareness Group

Monday (3rd in month)  7.30pm  
Open Circle

Tuesday  7.30pm - 9pm  Healing
Wednesday (2nd in month) 7.30pm  

Demonstration of Mediumship
Saturday (Last in month)  7.30pm  

Demonstration of Mediumship
See website for details of Special 

Events, Workshops, etc

THE  
KARENZA SPIRITUAL 

NETWORK
Cholsey Pavilion,  

Station Road, Cholsey,  
Wallingford  OX10 9PT

Tel: 01491 523822
Email: info@karenzaspirit.net

Monday 11th July  7.30pm
An Evening of Mediumship with

IAN SMITH  ~  Entry £5
Monday 15th August  7.30pm  

A Demonstration of  
Trance Mediumship by  

IAN SMITH  ~ Entry £5
Monday 12th September  7.30pm
An Evening of Mediumship with

DARREN TURNER  
 Entry £5

A warm welcome  
extended to everyone 

Please find more information 
at: www.karenzaspirit.net 

SOMERSET

SURREY

SEAFORDSPIRIT
Seaford Independent  
Spiritualist Church,

3 Warwick Road,  
Seaford,

East Sussex  BN25 1RS
Tel: 01323 737407

Email:  
enquiries@seafordspirit.co.uk

Website:  
www.seafordspirit.co.uk

Thursday 7.30pm   
Divine Service

Friday 10.30pm - 12 noon  
Healing 

Clairvoyant Evenings
Alternate Saturdays 7.30pm

Demonstrations and workshops 
as advertised on website

All welcome 

BEXHILL CHRISTIAN 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
6 Victoria Road, Bexhill on Sea,

East Sussex  TN39 3PD
Website:  

www.bexhillchristian 
spiritualistchurch.com

Services:  
Sundays during April - October 

inclusive at 6.00pm 
Sundays during November - March  

inclusive at 3.00pm 
Clairvoyance:-  

Every Wednesday at 3.00pm
Clairvoyance on Saturdays 

as advertised
Healing:

Every Tuesday 9.30am - 11.00am
followed by  

Healing and Meditation Circle 
from 11.30am - 12.30pm 

Workshops:
Full details on the website

RUGBY  
INDEPENDENT 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
Pennington Mews  

(Off Lawford Road),  
Rugby,  

Warwickshire   
CV21 2RG 

Tel: 07854 833119 
Email: rugbyspiritualistchurch 

@gmail.com 
Websites: www.rugby 
spiritualistchurch.com 

and  
www.facebook.com/Rugby.

Spiritualist.Church
 Sunday Services 6.30pm

Clairvoyant Evenings 
twice monthly £4

Open Circle (Mondays 8pm)  
twice monthly £2
Private Readings  

(Saturday mornings) 
 
 
 

STOURBRIDGE  
NATIONAL 

SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH 
Union Street,  
Stourbridge, 

West Midlands   
DY8 1PJ 
Website:  

www.stourbridge  
spiritualistchurch.co.uk 

Tel: 01384 825060  
or 01384 352082 

Sunday 6.30pm Service
Monday 2.30pm Service

Occasional Saturdays 7.30pm
Monday 1 - 2pm Healing

Thursday 7.30 - 9pm Healing
All welcomeOXFORDSHIRE

SUSSEX - EAST WARWICKSHIRE

WEST MIDLANDS

NORFOLK

 GRANTS
The Spiritual Truth Foundation  

helps Spiritualists in need,  
or with unexpected expenditure,  

by financial grants. 
Last year we made grants totalling £15,000

Apply with spiritual background and reasons for request to: 

Grants Secretary, STF,   
c/o Box No 010,  

Psychic Press Ltd, Suite 6, Thremhall Park,  
Start Hill, Bishops Stortford,  

Hertfordshire  CM22 7WE 

www.silverbirchpublishing.co.uk
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 DUDLEY  
SPIRITUALIST 

CENTRE
Buffery Paradise Centre,  

Buffery Park, Dudley,  
West Midlands  DY2 8SH

Associated to the  
Spiritualists’ National Union
Charity Registration 261898 

Sunday
Divine Service:  

Last Sunday in month
Doors open 2.45pm 
Healing, Philosophy, 

Demonstration 
Tuesday

Healing 6.30pm - 7.15pm
Members’ Circles & 

Development Group  7.30 - 9pm
Thursday 

1st, 3rd & 5th weeks in the month
Demonstration starting at 7.30pm

Thursday
Divine Service:  

2nd & 4th week in month
Starting at 7.30pm (Doors 7pm) 

Home Visits
Private Sittings  

arranged by request
Special events/services  

as advertised 
Visit us on Facebook

A warm welcome to all
 

SUTTON COLDFIELD 
SPIRITUALIST 

CHURCH
Kenelm Road, Off Manor Hill,

Sutton Coldfield  B73 6HD
Website:  

www.scsconline.co.uk
Tel: 0121 354 3266

Sunday  6.30pm  Service
Monday 1.30pm  Service

Occasional  Wednesdays  7.30pm
Thursday  8.00pm  Healing 
Saturday 11.00am  Healing 

WOMBWELL 
NATIONAL 

SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH 
Kelvin Grove,  

Wombwell, Barnsley,  
South Yorkshire  S73 0DL 

Enquires 01226 792831
Email:  

wombwell-spiritualistchurch 
@hotmail.co.uk

Website: wombwellsnuchurch.
zohosites.com

Follow us on Facebook
Sunday  Divine Service  6.30pm

Wednesday  Healing  6.00pm
Open Circle  7.15pm

Special Events as advertised
 All welcome

GUERNSEYSCOTLAND
ARTHUR CONAN 
DOYLE CENTRE

Home of  
THE EDINBURGH 
ASSOCIATION OF 
SPIRITUALISTS

25 Palmerston Place,  
Edinburgh  EH12 5AP
Phone: 0131 625 0700

Website: www. 
arthurconandoylecentre.com

Email: info@ 
arthurconandoylecentre.com

Sundays 11am   
DIVINE SERVICE
Wednesdays 7.30pm   

OPEN CIRCLE 
Special Events and Courses
Tuesday 5th July 7.30pm  £5

“Orbs and Light Phenomena” 
Talk by KATIE HALL &  

JOHN PICKERING
Friday 8th - Sunday 10th July 
Path To Mediumship with  

TONY STOCKWELL
See website for details

Friday 8th July  7.30pm  £20
Evening of Mediumship with  

TONY STOCKWELL
Saturday 27th August  10am - 5pm

Spiritual Healing and  
Self-Healing 2 with  

MONIKA THOMSON, DSNU
Sat 27th & Sun 28th August
Natural Mediumship with  

JOHN JOHNSON 
This event will be held in the  

New Forest venue
See website for details

Sat 10th & Sun 11th September
Gordon Smith’s Foundation 

Course (module 3)  
See website for details

Saturday 10th September  
7.30pm  £20 

Demonstration of Mediumship 
with GORDON SMITH

Sat 22nd - Sun 23rd October  
10am - 5pm  

Spiritual Healing and  
Auric Alignment with  
STEVEN LEVETT

Wednesday 26th October  7.30pm  
Demonstration of Mediumship 

with MAVIS PITTILLA
Thurs 27th October  10am - 5pm  
Miracle of Communication with 

MAVIS PITTILLA
See website for further details of 

all events 
Also available: 

Holistic Therapies, Healing 
Private Sittings 

Aura Camera Readings 
Victorian Tearoom, Room hire 

Psychical Research and 
Investigation Unit 

Follow us on Facebook & Twitter 
All welcome

WALES
HAFAN Y COED 

SPIRITUAL  
CENTRE / RETREAT 

Heol Tawe,  
Abercrave,  

Swansea  
Tel: 01639 730985  

www.hafanycoed.com  
See our main advert 

in this issue 

STH YORKS

GREECE

SPIRITUALIST 
SOCIETY  

OF ATHENS
“The Divine Light”

Channelled Teachings from the 
highest authority of the  

Heavenly Kingdom. 
Various spiritual leaders, from  

Socrates and St. John the Baptist 
to Goethe and Newton teach 

invaluable lessons to humanity.
Website: 

www.divinelight.org.gr
E-mail:  

info@divinelight.org.gr
Address:  

12 Niovis Str.,  
Athens, Greece, 11252

WEST MIDLANDS

To advertise 
call 

01279 874339
or email:

pnadverts@gmail.com
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THE  
GREETING PLACE  

FOUNDATION  
SPIRITUALIST 

CENTRE 
Douzaine Room,  

St Peters,  
Guernsey,  

Channel Islands
Enquiries to:  
Ann Jennings  

Tel: 01481 247185
Mob: 07781 413218

E-mail:  
greetingplace@cwgsy.net

Website:  
www.healingand  

spiritualcentre.com
Our regular services are:

Sunday 11.00am  
Address and Communication

Monday  7.30pm   
Healing Group  

Saturday 10.30am  
Healing Clinic

Other services as announced 
Everyone welcome

For a  
full list of  

Spiritualist Churches  
and Centers  
in the USA 

visit our website:  
www.psychicnews.org.uk



www.sandyingham.co.uk

http://guidinglightdawlish.webs.com

www.noumic.com 
Spiritualism

www.readingsc.org

www.raybrownhealing.com

www.cambornechristian 
spiritualistchurch.org

www.auhs20yrs.co.uk

www.tomjohnston 
spiritualistmedium.com

www.snu.org.uk

www.snui.org

www.arthurfindlaycollege.org

www.arthurfindlaycentre.org

www.garypsychicportraits.co.uk

www.alex-lovelock.com

WEBSITE LISTINGS
www.andrewwoodley.co.uk

www.arthurconandoylecentre.com

www.stourbridgespiritualistchurch.co.uk

www.psychicnews.org.uk

www.southandwest.webs.com

www.lifetoinfinity.com

www.johnbartley-hypnotherapist.co.uk

www.colourtherapytoday.com

www.woodfordchurch.com

www.chrisratterpsychicsurgeon.com

 
 
 

ADVERTISE YOUR WEBSITE FOR JUST 
£19.25P FOR ONE YEAR  

(APPROX US$27)
Call: 01279 874339   

email:pnadverts@gmail.com
or write to:  

Psychic Press Ltd, Suite 6, Thremhall Park,  
Start Hill, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire,  

CM22 7WE, UK  
Please make cheques payable to ‘Psychic Press Ltd’
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www.lilianemitchell-starr.com

Don’t miss ‘Two Worlds’!  
Founded in 1887 by famous Victorian medium  

Emma Hardinge Britten, “Two Worlds” is 
Spiritualism’s 76-page independent monthly magazine 
Now you can read it online for just £18.00 a year!
 To take out a digital or postal subscription, please visit our new website  

(where there are two FREE copies) at  

www.twoworldsmag.co.uk
If you would like a FREE copy sent by post, please write to  

“Two Worlds,” PO Box 55307, London  SE16 6WW 
Alternatively, e-mail your name and address or give us a call.  

Tel: 020-7064 8000    E-mail: tortzen@globalnet.co.uk

The Circle At The Hollow Tree
A children’s fantasy story by Billy Roberts and 

illustrated by Liverpool artist June Lornie 

 Now available from Amazon
Purchase a signed copy from Billy Roberts, £12.95. 
Payable through Paypal using the email address:

billyroberts01@talktalk.net




